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COUNTRY DAN’S — QUALITY, VALUE AND SERVICE SINCE 1974!

FINANCE UP TO 5 YEARS!
On approved credit. $1999 minimum  purchase. Conditions and restrictions apply. Details at store.

$849 $929

$649

$1999

TAKE YOUR
CHOICE!

3 pieces, with rocker recliner

LIVING ROOMS BY THE NAME YOU TRUST!

COMPLETE KIDS ROOM
WITH MATTRESSES!

NEWEST
ARRIVALS!

PLATINUM SERIES
STORAGE BEDROOMS

Woodcrest 

2400, CC04,

NS100,  2 Valore

twin mattresses

Sturdy wood bunk frame,

4-drawer dresser, night-

stand and mattresses.

PUB STYLE
DINING!

LUXURY
FOR SIX!

GRANITE
TOP TABLE!

$449

$599

Tile-top

table &

four

chairs

$879
Four

chairs,

padded

bench

Table

with 6

padded

chairs

ADJUSTABLE
BEDS!

All sizes and styles!

SPECIAL MATTRESS BARGAINS!
NAPOLI QUEEN
Made in Italy! Regular $399!

SHADOW MOSS
Serta Queen! Regular $499!

$269
$379

SERTA SPECIAL EDITION
Firm queen mattress! Regularly $599!

PILLOW TOP QUEEN
Serta Special Edition! Regular $699!

$399
$499

SOFA AND
LOVESEAT!

Blend with southwest decor.

TWO-PIECE
SUITE!

Large sofa and loveseat.
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Racial Slurs and
Misattributions in Sandoval
County
Dear Alibi,
Often arguments for or against any particular
policy are quite dry. This was not the case at the
filled-to-capacity Sandoval County meeting, held
Oct. 5, to discuss their Right to Work ordinance,
which will likely be introduced in Bernalillo
soon. Public comment was overwhelmingly
opposed to the ordinance, which was written by
special interest groups to weaken unions.
Dr. Holden-Rhodes, Sandoval County

Commissioner for District One, offended a group
of concerned citizens while stating his case for a
union-breaking ordinance. His demagogic
technique for convincing the crowd consisted of a
racial slur and poorly thought-out misattributions.
He called out a teacher who had spoken against
the proposed ordinance, telling her that it was her
and her ilk who were responsible for the state of
education in NM. He appears to want his
constituents to believe that teachers and their
union are solely responsible for New Mexico’s
educational ranking. He also maligned the
Teamsters Union, stating that the union
employer which had helped him pay his way
through college had so much goombah stuff going
on that he was surprised they are still in business.
This insinuation that the Teamsters Union is full
of Italian mobsters and the teacher’s union is
working against the children in the state was
especially offensive to me as a working union
driver who is the child of a teacher and a retired
state employee. As I left the meeting early, I am
uncertain if Dr. Holden-Rhodes went on to
blame union officers for our crime rate or firemen
for our fires.
The ad hominin attacks Dr. Holden-Rhodes

used have no place in the creation of good policy
and should be left to radio talk pundits whose
knee-jerk mistakes will only mislead voluntary
listeners. The company he referred to as having
“goombah stuff” going on employs well over a
hundred hard working men and women who are
able to support their families and local businesses
without relying on government aid by putting in
a fair day’s work for a fair day’s pay. Teachers in
New Mexico do a great job with limited resources
in a state where a slew of factors harms their
ability to educate their students. It is
disheartening that policy makers are willing to
rely on racial slurs, numbers which have clearly
been misattributed and, in this case, legal defense
from a Koch-backed interest group instead of peer
reviewed research to make policy decisions.
In the future the Sandoval County

Commissioners will hopefully begin to do their
due diligence before introducing corporate-
sponsored legislation. At this meeting they
seemed to be trying to make a sale by relying on
misattributed numbers and the fear of organized
workers. Because the numbers the councilmen
used were not even correlated to employment,
education or well-being, it starts to take an
appearance of impropriety. Had they the respect
to look for potential confounding issues and
acknowledge the voice of the crowd, maybe the
anti-union stance could have been justified. This
was not the case, however, leaving me to wonder
if political quid pro quo is at play.

Eric Meyerhein
Albuquerque 

Our Great Divider
Dear Alibi,
President Donald Trump is railing against those
athletes who are kneeling during the National
Anthem and the display of colors. He is ignoring
the fact that they are doing so as a peaceful
protest against police treatment of people of
color and racism in general. 
Trump clearly has no understanding of the

US Constitution which he swore an oath to
“preserve, protect and defend.” In this particular
case the First Amendment protects the right of
people to free speech and peaceful
demonstration. Kneeling as a protest before the
flag is a powerful visual symbol and certainly is
“speech” whereas money used to buy elections
most certainly does not fit the speech definition.
Our Great Divider doesn’t know or support

the Constitution or respect the rule of law as
shown by his total disregard of the Emoluments
Clause in the Constitution. This clause was put
in to protect the United States from corrupting
foreign influences. In Trump’s case he is making
millions from foreign countries and foreign
diplomats who attempt to garner influence by
renting from Trump hotels and doing business
with other Trump financial entities.
Several constitutional amendments,

specifically the 15th, 19th and 26th, protect
voting rights, yet our president has established a
commission, the Election Integrity Commission,
which seems established to specifically deny the
right to vote, and especially targeting minority
and poor people.
Congress passed a statute prohibiting

nepotism after Kennedy appointed his brother to
the position of Attorney General. Donald
Trump’s top advisors in the White House are his
son-in-law, Jared Kushner and his daughter,
Ivanka. Where is the rule of law?
Now the flag which these athletes are

kneeling before is more than our colors. It’s an
expression of our cherished American values.
These are things like a handshake and your word
serving as a contract, respecting women as well
as all and various religions, embracing
immigrants and diversity, and helping people
rather than hurting them. 
The National Anthem was written during the

bombardment of Fort McHenry when dawn’s
early light celebrated our flag, battered, but still
flying—a proud moment in a battle against
America’s enemies. In Trump’s case, he is trying
every trick in the book to counter the
investigation of Russia’s war against America’s
free elections, and god only knows what else. He
is known to have stood in the Oval Office of the
White House and given the Russians classified
and top secret information. These acts in my
opinion are deplorable and even treasonous.
How can it hurt to conduct a thorough
investigation of Russian meddling?
The protest by the NFL players and other

athletes is a courageous display of patriotism in a
country being torn apart by a divisive president
who’s narcissistic and racist values will taint this
country and people and, yes, our future
generations, sadly perhaps forever.

Ann Ruhnka
Moriarty a
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Dateline: New Mexico
The owner of a famous house in
Albuquerque has begun installing a six-foot-
high wrought iron fence to keep out
onlookers. The owner of a residence used in
the show “Breaking Bad,” has reportedly
started putting up a fence around her
property to keep tourists and sightseers from
vandalizing her property. The Northeast
Heights home was the filming site of the
drug kingpin Walter White’s house. A
famous scene from the show’s third season in
which White throws a pizza on the roof of
the house has inspired a number of fans to
toss their own pizzas onto the roof of the
private residence in the four years since the
show ended—so many that “Breaking Bad”
creator Vince Gilligan had to publicly
chastise the perpetrators and ask fans to stop
the practice in 2015. During the first
weekend of this year’s Balloon Fiesta, KOB 4
reported that they counted 10 tourists come
by the home within a 15 minute period.

Dateline: Michigan
A man with at least one warrant issued for
his arrest taunted police from his Facebook
account earlier this month. The man—
whose Facebook user name is Champagne
Torino—took to the social media site to tell
the Redford Township Police Department,
“You guys suck!” in a comment. In response,
the administrator of the page warned him
that continued trolling would result in him
being blocked. He answered back in a
private message, “Yeah I’m not worried
about it. If your next post gets a thousand
shares I’ll turn myself in along with a dozen
doughnuts. And that’s a promise. And I’ll
pick up every piece of litter around all of
your public schools.” The administrator took
a screenshot of the message and posted it,
with commentary asking for the help of the
township’s citizenry. “Donuts!!!! He
promised us donuts! You know how much
we love Donuts!” the post read. The post
was quickly shared more than a thousand
times, and was followed by a picture of a
cartoon police officer dropping a
microphone. The man known as
Champagne Torino has not turned himself
in, according to reports.

Dateline: Canada
A doctor is warning women that a new
vagina cleansing trend can be potentially
dangerous. The practice—known as a
“vaginal facial”—involves the insertion of a
skinned cucumber into the vagina followed
by a twisting motion for around 20 minutes.

The practice is being promoted by bloggers
and YouTube contributors who are telling
women that the practice “cleanses” the area.
According to gynecologist Dr. Jen Gunter,
nothing could be further from the truth, and
inserting any object with unknown plant
organisms into your body could be harmful.
In a blog post, Dr. Gunter points out that it
is impossible to “balance” the pH of the
vagina by introducing external elements.
“The pH in the vagina is controlled by the
good bacteria, the same bacteria that
attempts at ‘cleansing’ actually damage,” she
writes. She also says that “by damaging
lactobacilli and the mucosa, attempts at
vaginal cleaning increase a woman’s risk of
contracting HIV or gonorrhea if she is
exposed. Paradoxically it will also cause
odor.”

Dateline: Maryland
High school students in Baltimore were
evacuated because of a pumpkin spice air
freshener. Earlier this month, a “strange
odor” coming from the third floor of the
Cristo Rey Jesuit High School reportedly
caused some students and staff to cough and
have trouble breathing, prompting school
officials to order an immediate evacuation.
The fire department was called to the scene,
and a Hazmat team began conducting tests
to detect hazardous materials. Nothing
dangerous was found, though, and
emergency workers began opening windows
to air out the building. It was then that they
discovered the source of the smell was an
aerosol can of pumpkin spice-scented air
freshener. Officials with the fire department
say there was no danger. Two children and
three adults were taken to the hospital for
ailing stomachs during the incident. Classes
at the high school resumed the following
day.

Dateline: Colombia
An island resort is promising tourists drugs,
alcohol and orgies with sex workers. A
recently released video advertising for a
resort called Sex Island claims to be offering
30 vacationers a 4-day trip to a private
Colombian island—the location of which
has not been disclosed—to engage in sex
with up to 60 women. The vacation is being
offered by a firm called the Good Girls
Company and is scheduled to take place
between Nov. 24 and 27 and costs $5,000.
According to the Sex Island website, the
entire island will be open to guests, who will
choose two women each day to accompany
them and provide “unlimited sex.” Visitors
are encouraged to trade partners during the
stay. The island is described as “drug-
friendly” and all meals and alcohol are
included in the ticket price. Organizers also
promise daily “surprise sexual events”
including live sex shows and “partying” on a
yacht.  a

Compiled by Joshua Lee. Email your weird news

to josh@alibi.com.
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Living in the Future, 
Dwelling on the Past

Voting progressive as necessity

BY AUGUST MARCH

S
omewhere buried in the awesome pile of

news that includes reports of the real

potential for nuclear war against North

Korea, the crude dismemberment of the

Affordable Health Care Act by Donald

Trump’s pen and the existential threat posed

to hundreds of thousands of young, productive

US residents by the abrupt and ill-conceived

withdrawal of our government from the

DACA program, a small city in the American

Southwest is holding a run-off election for the

position of mayor.

The charter governing elections in this

dusty burg by the Rio Grande proclaims that

such elective endeavors be nonpartisan; in the

general election that led up to the upcoming

final round it was easy enough for candidates

and voters to believe in that ideal. Some

candidates were loathe to subscribe to any

party-specific doctrines, some even went out of

their way to distance themselves from the very

political parties that previously gave them

succor—and agency—in their previous

political careers.

But now, as that particular episode of local

politics wanes, leaving behind two candidates

with deep roots in the two-party system, it is

time to stop pretending that partisanship has

no place in city politics. Ironically the

realpolitik of Burque’s municipal electoral

environment is all about ideology.

A look at the recent history of

Albuquerque mayoral politics reveals that

committed partisan involvement—of the

Republican variety—was key to the election of

Richard Berry. It goes without saying that this

same Republican party was responsible for

ushering in the age of darkness that has been

foisted upon citizens through a combination of

incompetence, inaction, cruelty and hypocrisy.

These facts of responsibility and failure

have become even more evident in recent days

as an enfeebled GOP continues to support a

mentally unstable, vindictive and ignorant

executive branch—and the executive himself

continues to make dangerous decisions on

behalf of a startled, bewildered republic.

Local politics is—for better or worse—tied

to national politics and voters should keep that

in mind when they head to the polls to cast

their final vote for mayor on Tuesday, Nov. 14.

A Vote for Keller is a Vote for
Progress
Timothy A. Keller, the auditor for the state

of New Mexico, is a Democrat whose

progressive ideas and plans anchor his platform

solidly to a hopeful vision of what our city can

become.

After graduate school, Keller worked in the

field of international economic development,

helping improve employment systems in

Cambodia.

As a state senator representing

Albuquerque’s international district in

2013—a place also known in local parlance

as the “war zone”—Keller was instrumental in

successfully developing and implementing the

International District Public Safety

Partnership in coordination with APD, the

US Department of Justice and numerous local

leaders, businesses and institutions.

A look at Keller’s history as a legislator

and as state auditor demonstrate the

candidate’s attention to and manifestation of

progressive causes. These include legislation

that gives local businesses preference when

bidding for state jobs, a keen, watchdog

approach to corruption in government, a

frank assessment and a strategy for dealing

with untested sexual assault evidence kits and

significantly, a solid embrace of public funded

election financing. As a mayoral candidate,

an environmentally conscious Keller has been

attacked by land-hungry developers for his

cautious stance regarding further Westside

urbanization.

A Vote for Lewis is So Very
Yesterday
City Councilor Dan Lewis is a good man,

a family man who advertises himself as a

‘reform’ candidate; heck his website has the

word splashed across it in a way that seems at

first revelatory; until one realizes that the

concepts of reform and renewal are

demonstrably foreign to Republicans in

general and to Lewis in particular.

Lewis is the executive vice president at a

corporation called Desert Fuels. They’re

unrenewable petrochemical fuel dealers. The

company’s currently in a period of expansion,

a boon that is no doubt tied to the current

administration’s anti-environment, pro-oil

and coal policies.

In 2013 Lewis strongly implied his support

for the failed Pain Capable Unborn Child

Protection Ordinance—which would have

imposed a citywide ban on late term

abortions—when he wrote a letter to

constituents explaining why the election had

to take place, despite clear constitutional

issues—basically using legalese to state that

the constitutionality of a law, before passage,

was mere “speculation.”

Lewis also has the honor of being endorsed

by an organization called the National Rifle

Association. They’re one of the reasons there

is so much gun violence in this country, that

gun-ownership now sometimes comes with

quasi-religious fervor.

Lewis’ association with the right has been

further demonstrated on at least two

occassions. As readers may recall, Lewis made

a prominent appearance at Donald Trump’s

first Albuquerque rally. Lewis’ campaign was

also championed by a pastor of Legacy

church, who posted on social media that he

wholeheartedly supported Lewis’ campaign

because Lewis “could never, in any way,

support the homosexual agenda.”

Talking about Lewis’ political and

legislative legacies at this point is a fruitless

exercise when one considers the ideology

they’re all built upon.

Tone is Everything
Finally, check out the two candidate

websites, tk4abq.com and lewisabq.com—note

the language used. At Lewis’ site, the

descriptions of Albuquerque and it’s problems

are addressed in negative, almost apocalyptic

terms. Keller meanwhile speaks with hope and

dignity for the future of Albuquerque. With

that essential difference in mind, it should be a

simple task for progressives, for citizens in

general, to get Keller elected; a pro-tip to end

this, then: vote for the future, not the past on

Tuesday November 14, 2017. a

Early voting for the Nov. 14 

Municipal runoff election:

9am to 6pm, Monday through Friday, 

Oct. 25 to Nov. 10, 2017

APS Board Member Resigns
Albuquerque Public Schools board member
Analee Maestas resigned last week following
allegations of involvement in a case of
embezzlement at a charter school she founded.
According to reports, Maestas officially announced
her resignation in a short email submitted to the
Board of Education only four minutes before she
was expected at a board policy committee
meeting. Last month, State Attorney General
Hector Balderas threatened legal action against
Maestas if she refused to resign following an
investigation into La Promesa Early Learning
Center—a charter school founded by Maestas in
2008—conducted by state Auditor Tim Keller
which found that her daughter, La Promesa’s
assistant business manager, had embezzled
around $700,000 dollars in school funds.
According to Keller’s report, some of the money
was stolen during Maestas’ tenure as the school’s
executive director. Maestas, herself, was accused
of altering a receipt for home maintenance work to
appear that the repairs had been made to the
school. Although she continued to deny the
allegations, the school placed her on
administrative leave. She subsequently left the
school in September 2016. The school board will
now be required to vote for an interim member to
represent District 1 until the February election.
The elected board member will serve through
2019, the remainder of Maestas’ term. If the board
does not fill the seat within 45 days, a replacement
will be chosen by the state Public Education
Department secretary.

Education Secretary Responds to

Science Standards Criticism
A proposed set of changes to the state’s science
standards for public schools presented by New
Mexico’s public education secretary has caused a
number of educators and science advocates
across the nation to voice concerns over the
omission of references to global warming and
evolution. The proposed changes are based on the
Next Generation Science Standard (NGSS), but
with some major differences. Included in these
were substitutions for the words “rise in global
temperatures” with “temperature fluctuations,”
and “evolution” with “biological diversity.” The new
standards would also omit any mentions of the
Earth being an estimated 8.6 billion years old.
Earlier this week, hundreds gathered at the state
capitol to speak out against the proposed changes
outside a public hearing on the draft standards. In
a public message, Public Education Secretary
Christopher Ruszkowski said the new standards
will give teachers and families “flexibility” and
allow for more local control around science
education curriculum. He did not specifically
address concerns regarding omissions and
rewording.

More Staff Resigns from Water Agency
Three members of the New Mexico Interstate
Stream Commission resigned last week amid what
appears to be a massive agency turnover. In the
last five months, the commission’s director, legal
counsel and numerous senior staffers have
resigned. Chairman Caleb Chandler, Jim Wilcox and
longtime board member Jim Dunlap all turned in
letters of resignation within 24 hours of each
other. In an email to Gov. Susana Martinez, Dunlap
said he had “great concern for [the] lack of
direction from the State Engineer and adherence
to New Mexico State Statutes.” With the
resignation of three directors, the commission
cannot make official decisions. Now the governor
must appoint new commissioners. a
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Zoning, Pawn and a
Runoff

Council tackles municipal issues
BY CAROLYN CARLSON

A
major revamp of the city’s zoning code,
significant changes to how pawnbrokers can
do business and stopping vehicle

solicitations drew a good size crowd for the Oct.
16 Albuquerque City Council regular meeting.
Some items got heard and even less got passed as
the grinder of democracy made a little more
sausage.

IDO? Do You Know?
Lots of people came out to weigh in on the

proposed Integrated Development Ordinance, a
comprehensive rewrite of the metro area’s 40-
year old development plan along with its
connected zoning code. The proposed IDO plan
cleans up dozens of separate zoning plans into
one inclusive document. City planners say the
update is needed to simplify and integrate the
city’s zoning regulations, and to streamline the
city’s development review and approval
procedures, all in order to improve economic
development and job creation.
Several representatives of neighborhood

associations along with citizens spoke out, asking
for the IDO process to be slowed down so more
can weigh in on the details of the plan. A
couple of other neighborhood folks and business
groups spoke in support of the revamp saying the
new IDO plan will protect and guide growth
across the city including the more vulnerable
areas. A proposed amendment to the ordinance
was introduced that will give residents a broader
right to appeal development decisions.
The proposed ordinance will have one more

public hearing in front of the full Council before
it is set to be voted on by the full Council on
Nov. 6. It would go into effect six months later.
City planners are serious about getting the word
out to Burqueños. The project has the catchy
name and website—ABC to Z and abc-
zone.com, respectively—a Facebook page, and a
youtube video.

Pawnbrokers
Pawnshop owners and supporters spoke out

loudly against this proposed ordinance, arguing
it would not help the city tighten up on property
crime. “We are not the scourge of Albuquerque,”
one pawnshop owner said. He went on to say
that out of approximately 250,000 items taken
for loans from 16 of the 18 local pawnshops
scattered around town, only 150 items were
suspicious enough to be taken by the police
department. Most items, 85 to 90 percent of
items pawned, are reclaimed by the customer.
The average amount of each pawn transaction is
$110. The pawnshop system helps poor people
make ends meet. 
One of the proposed provisions is that shop

owners would have to implement cashless

transactions where the customer will get a check
mailed to them three days later. Other
provisions would require the customer to
provide a thumbprint and an identification card.
Photos of the items pawned would be required as
well. One speaker said these measures will wipe
out pawnbroker businesses in the city and deny
the opportunity for people to get an emergency
loan. One pawnbroker said one of his recent
customers was short for his electric bill so he had
to pawn his TV until his next paycheck. A
single mother said she has had to pawn her
jewelry to help her take care of her family in
times of need. Neither of these could wait three
days. Another shop owner said no one from the
city talked to them about any of these proposed
changes to their business. 
An Albuquerque Police Department

spokesperson told the council it supports and
has worked on the passage of this bill. He also
said the department doesn’t want to close
pawnshops, just close gaps through which stolen
property can flow. The APD representative did
admit that it was just a “few bad apples” among
the pawnshop owners that are taking in most of
the stolen items. Councilors agreed to send the
measure back to the finance committee for more
work before the measure faces a vote.

Approving Democracy
Councilors approved a resolution authorizing

the upcoming runoff election. The Nov. 14
election has city wide voters picking between
Mayoral candidates Tim Keller and Dan Lewis.
Over on the Westside, District 5 voters will
choose between Cynthia Borrego and Robert
Aragon in a runoff to choose their next city
councilor.

Stepping Up
Another group of civic-minded residents

took their seats on city boards: Kathryn Perea
and Roger L. Ebner were appointed to the
Balloon Fiesta Park Commission; Nancy
Zastudil and Julia Youngs will serve on the
Urban Enhancement Trust Fund; Michael L.
Mitchell is now a member of the Veterans and
Military Affairs Advisory Board; Edward Gerety
was selected for the Greater Albuquerque
Bicycling Advisory Committee; Neil Katzman
will work with the Youth Advisory Council and
Adriano Lujan has been appointed to the ABQ
Volunteers Advisory Board. a

Send your comments about the City Council to

carolyn@alibi.com.

The next meeting 

Monday, Nov. 6, 5pm

Vincent E. Griego Chambers

Albuquerque/Bernalillo County Government Center

1 Civic Plaza NW

View it on GOV TV 16 or at cabq.gov/govtv
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that Tom Flores was African-American, Asian
or Caucasian ... Let’s say that Tom Flores was
not Mr. Flores, but Mr. Flowers ... I like the
original line better but I am aware of the times
in which we live. I’m looking forward to your
response. 

—Raider/Nader/Vader Fan

Dear Pocho: Man, you were funny with
your Tío Tomás/Uncle Tom line, then
became unfunny when you tried to
explain it, then became straight
chavala when you tried to take it back
because you’re afraid of PC pendejos.
Fuck them! Your idiocies aside, it’s
not racism that keeps Tom Flores out
of the Hall of Fame; it’s his lack of

bona fides. Sure, he won two Super
Bowls in nine seasons—but George Seifert

won two in six seasons with the San Francisco
49ers, and he’s not going in. The only other
person besides Flores to win a Super Bowl as a
player, assistant coach and head coach was Mike
Ditka—but he got in as one of the greatest tight
ends in history, not for his coaching career. And
while Flores is an inspiring story, then that means
Brian Piccolo should be in—and he’s not going
in. 
Don’t get me wrong—it would be awesome to
have Flores in the Hall, as he’d be just the third
Latino in there after the half-Mexi Tom Fears and
full Chicano (with bad rodillas) Anthony Muñoz.
But Flores is a lost cause, just like his quarterback,
Jim Plunkett, another Mexican who isn’t going
into the Hall of Fame despite two Super Bowl
victories. Unfair? Tell that to Peyton and Eli
Manning.  a

Ask the Mexican at themexican@askamexican.net. Be

his fan on Facebook. Follow him on Twitter

@gustavoarellano or follow him on Instagram

@gustavo_arellano!


BY GUSTAVO ARELLANO

N
ote: The Mexican has been deported from his
job at OC Weekly because he didn’t want to
lay off half his staff, so we’re rerunning his

column from last week. But, like any good
Mexican, he’ll return next week with some news.
In the meanwhile, enjoy a bacanora
for him, porfas!

Dear Mexican: I’m very
bothered by the fact that Tom
Flores is not in the Hall of
Fame. I could go on and on as
to why Mr. Flores should be in
the Hall of Fame but I will
provide you and your readers with
only three incontrovertible facts. First,
Tom Flores coached the Raiders for nine
seasons and won two Super Bowls. John
Madden coached the Raiders for 10 seasons and
won 1 Super Bowl. (John Madden is in the Hall
of Fame.) Next, Tom Flores is the only person
to win a Super Bowl as a quarterback, an
assistant coach and as a head coach. Oh, btw,
he won the Super Bowl twice as a head coach.
Lastly, Tom made it from a small town in the
San Joaquin Valley. He never had any alcohol,
drug or womanizing problems. He is a role
model for all people in our country. 

My question for you is this: Let’s say that Tom
Flores was not your Tío Tomás but rather your
Uncle Tom. Do you think that he would have
already been voted into the NFL Hall of Fame?
I have heard through the grapevine that there is
occasionally a bias against Latino excellence.
(I’m being sarcastic here.) I realize that the Tío

Tomás/Uncle Tom line may be a bit
controversial, even for you. Feel free to change
this as you wish. Here are some ideas. Let’s say

OPINION | ¡ASK A MEXICAN!
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CONFUSED, BUT IN A SEXY
WAY

Self Serve is offering a workshop called “I Can Lick
My Own Eyebrows,” taught by the illustrious Frida
Miles. After spending some time staring into space
with a furrowed brow, attempting to picture what that
would look like, I gave up and read the description of
the class: “designed to aid participants in the
developing and execution of elaborate scenes.” I’m
not exactly sure of what that means, but their use of
the words “scientific method” is oddly arousing. Now I
can’t stop thinking about it. This adults-only class
costs $20 and starts at 7:30pm this Wednesday, Oct.
25. SELF SERVE 3904 CENTRAL AVE SE, 7:30 TO 9PM
alibi.com/v/56ap. (Joshua Lee) a

EVENT |PREVIEWS

EVENT HORIZON WEEK OF OCT 19-25

Compiled by Megan Reneau. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

THURSDAYOCT. 19

THEIR KINDNESS IS CHARADE

Remember the thing called Witch House? How about darkwave? The constant bifurcation of artistic paths
in the field of electronic music can be damnably confusing and irritating, as well as rewarding and helluva
lot of fun too—as long as you pick the right band. When adherents of these sorts of genres aren’t busy
sorting their rainbow-colored toe socks and looking for tubes of Vick’s Vaporub to snatch up at the local
Walmart, then it’s a pretty fair bet that they are listening to the likes of Crystal Castles, a duo of Canuck
electro-arhats who’ve made their mark in the music world with a febrile and spooky glitchiness that has
outlasted any names critics might apply in favor of an honestly, intimidatingly pure exploration of sounds
that make humans dance and rejoice as they swirl around the very noisy and icy maelstrom of life and
death. Ethan Kath and Edith Frances, AKA Crystal Castles, perform live in Burque on Thursday, Oct. 19.
Viewed as an opportunity to joyfully and ferociously embrace the void, this ought to be a damn good show,
but don’t blame me if you can’t remember your name afterwards. HISTORIC EL REY THEATER 622 CENTRAL AVE SW,
7 TO 11:30PM alibi.com/v/58oz. (August March) a

A STATE FOR
THE BIRDS

One of the best things about
New Mexico is its rich variety of
wild birds. Dwayne Longenbaugh
says birds are attracted to our
state for very specific reasons.
Find out why our state has the
fourth highest bird species count
in the US when Longenbaugh
discusses geology, paleogeology
and biology at the Adelante
Development Center this
Thursday, Oct. 19. This free
lecture—entitled “New Mexico:
A Birder’s Paradise?” is open
to the public, so bring all the
birders in your family. The lecture
starts at 7pm. ADELANTE
DEVELOPMENT CENTER 3900 OSUNA

RD NE, 7 TO 8:30PM alibi.com/v/5a01.

(Joshua Lee) a

SATURDAYOCT. 21

FRIDAYOCT. 20

COUNT BARKULA AND
FRANKENWEENIE COME OUT

TO PLAY

Going somewhere there’s a lot of dogs is already one of
the best things you can do for your mental health, but
going somewhere there’s a lot of dogs that are dressed
up is probably equivalent to a month’s worth of therapy.
At the Howl-o-Ween Bash at Camp Bow Wow this
Saturday, Oct. 21, from 11am to 2pm visitors can
enjoy a costume contest and games for your dog
friends, face painting, dunk tanks, ice cream and a
raffle for all us humans. You can get your canine
companion microchipped here, which you really ought
to do. The event is free, but all donations go to Paws
and Stripes and Lap Dog Rescue. CAMP BOW WOW

ALBUQUERQUE 3228 LOS ARBOLES NE, 11AM TO 2PM alibi.com/v/59rb.

(Robin Babb) a

STAR POWER

Saturday, Oct. 21, from 1 to 5pm the Albuquerque Astronomical
Society is hosting the fall Cosmic Carnival. Safely stare into the
molecular forge that is our sun! Unravel the optical secrets of how a
telescope works! Behold the scientific marvels presented in the
Portable Planetarium! The free event at the Albuquerque Open Space
Visitor Center packs in more science and astronomy than the average
number of neutrons released per fission event that go on to cause
another fission event rather than being absorbed or leaving the
material ... That’s right, there will be a critical mass of it. ALBUQUERQUE
OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER 6500 COORS BLVD NW, 1 TO 5PM alibi.com/v/5a10. (Nom

Tayder) a

SUNDAYOCT. 22

BANJO JAZZ? SURE, WHY
NOT?

Jayme Stone brings an unusual guest into the house
of jazz: the banjo. The young composer and banjoist
has won two Juno awards with his genre-melding,
border-hopping tunes. His 2017 album Jayme
Stone’s Folklife is filled with his modern take on
Appalachian hymns and Creole calypsos, and boasts
features from Tim O’Brien and Moira Smiley and has
earned glowing critical praise. Now, he’s bringing his
unique sound to the Outpost to bring down the
house with some acapella rounds and sing-along
folk standards. The show is this Friday, Oct. 20, at
7:30pm. Tickets are $15 to $20 at outpostspace.org.
OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE 210 YALE BLVD SE, 7:30PM
alibi.com/v/57oo. (Robin Babb) a

SPECIAL BEAT SERVICE

Here’s a brief on a band with three names, but
unlike Eliot’s bunch, these dudes are not a coterie
of cats. At home across the pond, they’re known as
the Beat. In the land down under, kindly refer to
them as the British Beat. Here in ‘Merica, we call
them the English Beat. But no matter what you call
them, this estimable ensemble that still includes
founder and guitarist Dave Wakeling—but not vocalist
Ranking Roger—was partially responsible for the
upsurge in popularity that two-tone ska saw on both
sides of the Atlantic during the ’80s and ’90s. With
a retinue of classic, upbeat jams like “Monkey
Murders,” “Spar Wid Me” and “Save It for Later,” the
band’s touring the states again, impressing OG ska
lovers as well as the next generation of horn-crazy
youth with their combination of crazy stage antics
and terrific tuneage. You can catch the outfit live
here at the Duke City on Sunday, Oct. 22, at the
Historic El Rey Theatre, but don’t worry you don’t
need checkerboard pants or a smart little hat to
enjoy this gig—just make sure those great big feet of
yours are rested and ready to dance. HISTORIC EL REY
THEATER 622 CENTRAL AVE SW, 7PM alibi.com/v/57o7. (August

March) a

DEEP IN THE JU JU, CHASING THE TRAIN

Jazz, an intrinsically American art form, actually has deep roots in the music of Africa and hence in the music of the Caribbean and Indigenous America. With all that
worldliness going for it, you’d think the form would be considered the most popular musical idiom, instead of an esoteric adventure into complexity and obscure chordal and
rhythmic structures. Really the only thing preventing the rise of jazz music is an audience, hint hint. So if jazz is to rise to our culture’s expectations, that means you, dear
readers, have to go to more jazz recitals. If that bit of twisted logic makes sense—and even if it doesn’t—give jazz a shot by going to check out one of it’s greatest proponents
and most awesome representatives. Grammy-nominated pianist and composer Manuel Valera, bassist Hans Glawischnig and stickman E.J. Strickland of the Manuel Valera
Trio bring their post-bop, funk-infused Afro-Cuban sound to the Outpost Performance Space on Thursday, Oct. 19. Hear for yourself why jazz is so formidable … and so
relevant in today’s multi-genre world. For only $15 to $20, you’ll come away with a diggable mental expansion that’s sweet, sour and sublime. OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE 210
YALE BLVD SE, 7:30PM alibi.com/v/57on. (August March) a

WILD WONDERS

I’ve heard that people who live
in cities become apathetic when
not exposed to nature. Our spirits
dull, personalities slowly become
anesthetized, and just numb to
the beauty of everyday life.
Luckily for us, we have nature
just a block away most of the
time—although that sometimes
isn’t enough. Recharge your spirit
this Saturday, October 21, at
Greater Albuquerque Habitat
for Humanity ReStore’sWildlife
Rescue of New Mexico hosted
class during the Restore Rocks!
Event starting at 9am. The good
folks from the rehabilitation
center are showing live raptors
for us city folk while sharing
information about their natural
habitats (the birds, not us,
because—despite loving nature—
I feel like I was meant to live in a
cafe). Throughout the day, visitors
can enter prize drawings for $3
to $10, enjoy live music, activities
for the whole family and
deeeelicious food. GREATER

ALBUQUERQUE HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
RESTORE 4900 MENAUL BLVD NE, 9AM
TO 5PM alibi.com/v/59x7. (Rini Grammer)

a

WEDNESDAYOCT. 25
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COMMUNITY

CALENDAR
THURSDAY OCT 19
EXPO NEW MEXICO New Mexico Chinese Lantern Festival. Light
sculptures, exciting performances and fun cultural experiences.
300 San Pedro Dr NE. $10-$25. 5-9:30pm. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/59g3.

KIDS
SOUTH VALLEY PUBLIC LIBRARY El Kookooee Craft Time. Children
create an entry for annual South Valley event that symbolically
burns away the fears of the community. Supplies provided. 3904
Isleta Blvd SW. 4-6pm. 877-5170. alibi.com/v/584w.

TAYLOR RANCH LIBRARY Pajama Storytime. Kids wear their PJs
and enjoy stories, music, and fun, relaxing activities. 5700 Bogart
St NW. 6:30-8:30pm. 897-8816. alibi.com/v/5983.

LEARN
ADELANTE DEVELOPMENT CENTER New Mexico: A Birder’s

Paradise? Dwayne Longenbaugh discusses the geology, pale-
ogeology and biology to explore why there is such a large
variety of birds in N.M. 3900 Osuna Rd NE. 7-8:30pm.
ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5a01. See Event Horizon.

BACHECHI OPEN SPACE Characters of New Mexico. New insights
into the men and women who defined New Mexico History. 9521
Rio Grande Blvd NW. 7-8:30pm. ALL-AGES! 314-0398.
alibi.com/v/59fe.

FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH OF ALBUQUERQUE Community
Conversations on Race. Facilitated conversations race. 3701
Carlisle Blvd NE. $10. 6-8pm. 18+. alibi.com/v/58yp.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
BODY CAFÉ, Santa Fe Yoga for Athletes. Jahan Mostafi shares
yoga techniques to enhance athletic performance. 333 West
Cordova Rd. $16-$40. 5:30-6:30pm. 13+. (505) 986-0362.
alibi.com/v/59wz.

KADAMPA MEDITATION CENTER NEW MEXICO Inspiring
Solutions for Difficult Times. Methods to transform difficult situ-
ations into causes of peace and inner strength. 142 Monroe NE.
$10. 8-8:30pm. ALL-AGES! 292-5293. alibi.com/v/59h8.

FRIDAY OCT 20
EXPO NEW MEXICO New Mexico Chinese Lantern Festival.
$10-$25. 5-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 10/19 listing. Also,
Quarantine: Invasion. A haunted house experience like no other
in N.M., participants are placed in the center of the horrific action.
300 San Pedro Dr NE. 6:30pm. 672-8648. alibi.com/v/58rv.

SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER Sixth Annual Men’s
Conference Soldiers of the Cross. Men discuss how to break free
from addictions and become leaders in the community. 1025
Broadway Blvd SE. 6-9pm. 848-1320. alibi.com/v/565q.

WESST ENTERPRISE CENTERWESST Holiday Pop-Up Shop. Cool,
funky arts and crafts, music, food trucks, and more. 609 Broadway
Blvd NE. 11am-6pm. 18+. 246-6939. alibi.com/v/58x1.

KIDS
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Modern Art 4
Kids. Young artists 6 to 15 visit the newest exhibition to gain
inspiration from the beautiful, unique works made by modern
artists like Jackson Pollock, Alexander Calder and more.
Registration required. 2000 Mountain Rd NW. $70.
9:30-11:30am. 243-7255. alibi.com/v/57mw.

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
UNM ZIMMERMAN LIBRARY Municipal Waste Alley Cat Race.
Tour Albuquerque’s toxic SuperFund sites. Ride and learn about
toxic waste in Albuquerque and how to protect the cleanup. 800
Yale Blvd NE. $5. 5-8pm. ALL-AGES! (575) 520-1662.
alibi.com/v/5aaj.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
COREWORKS: ALCHEMY IN MONTION Unleash Your Talents and
Resources and Live Life to its Fullest. Matilde Machiavello shares
easy-to-follow steps and movements that make a difference in
the way you see, perceive and move in your daily life. 330 Adams
St SE. $40. 10am-noon. 13+. 967-6845. alibi.com/v/59l3.

KADAMPA MEDITATION CENTER NEW MEXICO Inspiring
Solutions for Difficult Times. 142 Monroe NE. $10. 8-8:30pm.
ALL-AGES! See 10/19 listing.

SATURDAY OCT 21
ABQ BIOPARK ZOO 90th Anniversary. Celebrate 90 years of the
zoo and learn about the history of Tingley Beach. 903 10th Street
SW. 11am-2pm. 764-6214. alibi.com/v/5ac9.

ALL CITY SHELTERS Pit Bull Training. Pet owners train the under-
rated, loving pets. 8920 Lomas Blvd. NE. 10:30am-1pm.
764-1164. alibi.com/v/59ks.

CAMP BOW WOW ALBUQUERQUE Camp Bow Wow Howl-o-

Ween Bash. Doggy costume contest, carnival games for dogs,
paw painting, dog Halloween photo booth, face painting for
kids, a dunk tank, ice cream, raffle prizes, vendors, trick dog
contest and more. 3228 Los Arboles NE. 11am-2pm. ALL-AGES!
881-3647. alibi.com/v/59rb. See Event Horizon.

EXPO NEW MEXICO New Mexico Chinese Lantern Festival.
$10-$25. 5-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 10/19 listing. Also,
Quarantine: Invasion. 300 San Pedro Dr NE. 6:30pm. See 10/20
listing.

GREATER ALBUQUERQUE HABITAT FOR HUMANITY RESTORE
Restore Rocks. Learn about the mission of the Wildlife Rescue
of New Mexico and enjoy activities for the whole family. 4900
Menaul Blvd NE. 9am-5pm. alibi.com/v/59x7. See Event
Horizon.

SATELLITE COFFEE Car Nuts and Coffee Beans British Car Show.
The British Automobile Owner’s Association of Albuquerque shows
cool cars while visitors enjoy great local coffee. 1628 Alameda
Blvd NW. 10am-noon. 899-1001. alibi.com/v/5a7h.

KIDS
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Family Art
Workshop. Create art with your family. 2000 Mountain Rd NW.
$1-$4. 1-2:30pm. ALL-AGES! 243-7255. alibi.com/v/4tec.

BACHECHI OPEN SPACE Outdoor Adventures: Upcycling your
Halloween Costume. Make a costume out of recycled materials.
9521 Rio Grande Blvd NW. 9am-10:30pm. ALL-AGES! 314-0398.
alibi.com/v/59fg.

CENTRAL & UNSER LIBRARY Community Baby Shower.
Representatives from health, social services and cultural agencies
that focus on the health and well-being of young families share
info on their services. Enjoy gifts, giveaways, refreshments and fun.
8081 Central NW. 1-3pm. ALL-AGES! 768-4320. alibi.com/v/582d.

CHATTERBOX SPEECH THERAPY, Los Ranchos Fall Fiesta. A
mini petting zoo, games for kids of all ages, arts and crafts, face
painting, fall-themed sensory exploration and a meet and greet
with the Bernalillo County Sheriff’s Department. 7103 Fourth
Street. 10am-2pm. ALL-AGES! 433-3014. alibi.com/v/5a31.

¡EXPLORA! Dia De Los Muertos Celebration. Participate in a
papel picado workshop. 1701 Mountain NW. $4-$8. 1-3pm.
ALL-AGES! 224-8341. alibi.com/v/5a2z.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF FLAMENCO Baby Flamenco. This class
utilizes techniques to develop rhythm and coordination for begin-
ning flamenco dancers, ages 3-5 years old. 1620 Central SE.
$13-$175. 10-11am. ALL-AGES! 242-7600. alibi.com/v/5aau.

SOUTH BROADWAY LIBRARY Jack-O-Lantern Jar Craft. Make
spooky decoupage mason jar lanterns. Ideal for folks ages 7
and older. Registration required. 1025 Broadway Blvd SE. 2-3pm.
764-1742. alibi.com/v/57vb.

LEARN
ABQ BIOPARK ZOO BioPark Behind-the-Scenes Tours: Elephants.
Come face-to-face with some of the BioPark’s most curious and
endearing animals on a keeper-guided adventure. Registration
required. 1:15-2:15pm. alibi.com/v/4rru. Also, BioPark Behind-
the-Scenes Tours: Hippos. 903 10th Street SW. $75.
1:45-2:45pm. ALL-AGES! 764-6297. alibi.com/v/4rs5.

ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Cosmic Carnival.
Interactive exhibits, view the nearest star as well as a tele-
scope discovery display. 6500 Coors Blvd NW. 1-5pm.
ALL-AGES! 897-8831. alibi.com/v/5a10. See Event Horizon.

CNM WORKFORCE TRAINING CENTER Financial Fitness for Life.
Learn how to reduce or eliminate debt, decrease anxiety around
money issues, repair and improve credit ratings, and build savings.
5600 Eagle Rock Ave NE. 18+. 243-6566. alibi.com/v/53i5.

GUTIERREZ-HUBBELL HOUSE Backyard Farming Fall Series:
Garden Problem Solving. Learn how to deal with common
gardening problems such as pests, weeds and watering. 6029
Isleta Blvd SW. 9am-noon. ALL-AGES! 314-0398. alibi.com/v/59ff.

JUAN TABO PUBLIC LIBRARY Seed Saving Basics. Tips on garden
planning, times to harvest and storage. 3407 Juan Tabo Blvd
NE. 2-4pm. ALL-AGES! 291-6260. alibi.com/v/582e.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Over the Santa Fe Trail
to Mexico: The Travel Dairy of Dr. Rowland Willard. An exploration
of a late 1800’s travel dairy through N.M. and into Chihuahua,
Mexico. 1701 Fourth Street SW. 2pm. 13+. 246-2261.
alibi.com/v/59hr.

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Taas Star Party.
Star and planet observations from the Albuquerque Astronomical
Society and constellation tours of the heavens. 6500 Coors Blvd
NW. 6-9pm. ALL-AGES! 897-8831. alibi.com/v/5a11.
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WESTSIDE COMMUNITY CENTER Live Pro Wrestling. Celebrate
the independent wrestling company’s 10-year anniversary.
Featuring Chad Thomas, Hobo Hank, Johnny K, Josh Pain and
former Knockouts Champion, Angelina Love. 1250 Isleta SW.
$15-$25. 7pm. ALL-AGES! 314-0176. alibi.com/v/5ab2.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE SHAMBHALA CENTER Feel How You Feel:
Working with Emotions in Difficult Times. Karuna training how to
trust those gut feelings and how to explore those energies for
wisdom. 1102 Mountain Rd. NW. $125. 9:30am. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/58yu.

KADAMPA MEDITATION CENTER NEW MEXICO Inspiring
Solutions for Difficult Times. 142 Monroe NE. $10. 8-8:30pm.
ALL-AGES! See 10/19 listing.

SANDIA RESORT & CASINO Knowledge is Power Annual
Conference. New Mexico Parkinson’s Coalition provides optimal
wellbeing in the Parkinson’s community through education,  
resources, support and advocacy. 30 Rainbow Rd NE. $35.
8am-4pm. 21+. 219-5065. alibi.com/v/5770.

YOGA ART SPACE Conscious Breathing For Healing and
Awakening. Release and cleanse blockages, both physical and
emotional. Registration required. 8338 Comanche Rd NE.
$35-$40. 3:30-5:30pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5aam.

SUNDAY OCT 22
CONGREGATION B’NAI ISRAEL To Life: Fundraiser. Casual dress,
food, libations, fun, dancing and music by the 45’s Classic Oldies
Band. Benefit for The Holocaust and Intolerance Museum of New
Mexico. 4401 Indian School Road NE. $30. 6-9pm. 18+.
247-0606. alibi.com/v/5a2k.

EXPO NEW MEXICO New Mexico Chinese Lantern Festival.
$10-$25. 5-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 10/19 listing. Also,
Quarantine: Invasion. 300 San Pedro Dr NE. 6:30pm. See 10/20
listing.

INTERNATIONAL DISTRICT ABQ CiQlovia 2017. Zumba, yoga,
art, shopping, demonstration projects, live music and a variety
of cultural activities. 8100 Central Ave SE. 10am-3pm. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/57l2.

KIDS
HELIX COFFEE & YOGA Sugar Skulls. Kids learn the history
behind this beautiful tradition, watch a demo about making
a skull and leave with a sugar skull masterpiece. 3612 Campus
NE. $13-$20. 2-3pm. ALL-AGES! 803-1346. alibi.com/v/59zy.

KADAMPA MEDITATION CENTER NEW MEXICO Meditation for
Kids. Kids 4 to 13 learn how to build a space of inner strength
and confidence by developing their good qualities. 142 Monroe
NE. $3. 10am-12:30pm. 292-5293. alibi.com/v/59ho.

LEARN
NEW MEXICO MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY AND SCIENCE
The Musical Universe. Planetarium shows, mini-museum tours
with live music from local faves Pink Freud. 1801 Mountain Rd
NW. 6-8pm. 841-2802. alibi.com/v/59ph.

UNM STUDENT UNION BUILDING Unstoppable. PETA president
Ingrid Newkirk discusses the importance of protecting animals.
1 University of New Mexico. $5-$500. 4pm. 18+. (323)
210-2245. alibi.com/v/58x3.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Marriage of
Heaven and Earth Qigong. Exercise that helps heal the neck,
back, spine as well as joints. 6500 Coors Blvd NW. $5.
2:15-3:05pm. 897-8831. alibi.com/v/5906.

ALBUQUERQUE SHAMBHALA CENTER Feel How You Feel: Working
with Emotions in Difficult Times. $125. 9:30am. ALL-AGES! See
10/21 listing. Also, Open Public Sitting and Meditation. Practice
meditation with fellow community members. 1102 Mountain Rd.
NW. 10am-noon. 717-2486. alibi.com/v/534r.

FUSION THEATRE COMPANY Kundalini Yoga. Work with breath,
movement, sound and meditation to experience using your body
to organize your mind. 700 First Street NW. $5. 8:30-9:30am.
13+. 242-1478. alibi.com/v/58cq.

KADAMPA MEDITATION CENTER NEW MEXICO World Peace
Meditation. Bring more peace and happiness into the world by
learning to cherish others, overcome anger and deal with stress
through meditation. 10-11:30am. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/59hj.
Also, Inspiring Solutions for Difficult Times. 142 Monroe NE. $10.
8-8:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 10/19 listing. 292-5293.

SANCHEZ FARM OPEN SPACE Fourth Annual Acequia Celebration
and Fun Run. Run, walk and cheer to support the CESOSS
Cultivando Nuestro Futuro Leadership Institute. 1180 Arenal Rd
SW. $15-$25. 9am-noon. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/591q.

YOGA ART SPACEMindfulness, Meditation and Mantra Workshop.
Explore a deeper relationship with your inner self. 8338 Comanche
Rd NE. $15. 4-6pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/56zj.

MONDAY OCT 23
EXPO NEW MEXICO New Mexico Chinese Lantern Festival. 300
San Pedro Dr NE. $10-$25. 5-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 10/19
listing.

LEARN
BACHECHI OPEN SPACE Bears Ears National Monument. Enjoy
the sights of some of the cliff dwellings and other sites in
Southeast Utah in this presentation of this new monument from
Thomas Windes. 9521 Rio Grande Blvd NW. 7-8:30pm. ALL-AGES!
314-0398. alibi.com/v/59fh.

NEW CITY CHURCH Money Academy Class. A comprehensive
financial course that includes training in communication, goal-
setting, building a budget, increasing savings and eliminating
debt. 6300 San Mateo. 6:30-8:30pm. ALL-AGES! 314-3470.
alibi.com/v/59ax.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
KADAMPA MEDITATION CENTER NEW MEXICO Inspiring
Solutions for Difficult Times. 142 Monroe NE. $10. 8-8:30pm.
ALL-AGES! See 10/19 listing.

TUESDAY OCT 24
EXPO NEW MEXICO New Mexico Chinese Lantern Festival. 300
San Pedro Dr NE. $10-$25. 5-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 10/19
listing.

NATIVO LODGE SmartSpider Monthly Mixer. Meet new people,
schmooze with old friends, learn how to plan for business seces-
sion, business insurance concerns and best practices for business
taxes. 6000 Pan American Fwy NE. 4:30-7pm. ALL-AGES!
507-0880. alibi.com/v/4oun.

LEARN
OSO GRANDE TECHNOLOGIES ABQ Speaks Up. Improve public
speaking and leadership skills by delivering prepared or
impromptu speeches in front of an audience. 725 Sixth Street
NW. $0-$20. 12:30-1:30pm. 18+. 277-8482. alibi.com/v/4ybw.

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LIBRARY Creating Appreciative Culture
at Work. Learn how to build an environment at work where your
team is more effective and tension decreases through mindful-
ness-based practices. 423 Central Ave NE. $35. 1-4:30pm. 21+.
243-0934. alibi.com/v/5agy.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
KADAMPA MEDITATION CENTER NEW MEXICO Inspiring
Solutions for Difficult Times. 142 Monroe NE. $10. 8-8:30pm.
ALL-AGES! See 10/19 listing.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Baile Rueda de Casino
Cuban Salsa Dance Class. Teens and adults learn footwork,
partner skills and choreography. 1701 Fourth Street SW. $5-$10.
6-8pm. 13+. 246-2261. alibi.com/v/579k.

WEDNESDAY OCT 25
EXPO NEW MEXICO New Mexico Chinese Lantern Festival. 300
San Pedro Dr NE. $10-$25. 5-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 10/19
listing.

KIDS
MAIN LIBRARY Halloween Storytime. Kids dressed in their
costume enjoy some not so spooky stories, dances and songs.
For ages 0 to 6. 501 Copper Ave NW. 5-5:30pm. 768-5141.
alibi.com/v/57ve.

LEARN
FATPIPE One Million Cups. Entrepreneurs share how they started
their business and why, how they manage growth, as well as the
opportunities and challenges they’ve faced along the way. 200
Broadway Boulevard NE. 9-10am. 13+. alibi.com/v/5599.

SELF SERVE I Can Lick My Own Eyebrows. A guide to assemble
and execute phenomenal scenes and personal fantasies.
3904 Central Ave SE. $20. 7:30-9pm. 18+. 265-5815.
alibi.com/v/56ap. See Event Horizon.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
HILAND DANCE STUDIO Salsa On Two Footwork. Introduction
to a variety of footwork techniques and improve your sense of
rhythm and timing. 130 Jackson NE. $12. 7:30-8:30pm. 13+.
268-1558. alibi.com/v/4rj7.

KADAMPA MEDITATION CENTER NEW MEXICO Inspiring
Solutions for Difficult Times. 142 Monroe NE. $10. 8-8:30pm.
ALL-AGES! See 10/19 listing.

SOURCE Prana Vinyasa Flow. An intermediate level yoga class.
1111 Carlisle Blvd SE. $5. 5:30-6:45pm. 13+. 508-1331.
alibi.com/v/4ysf.

Compiled by Megan Reneau. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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There’s so many great restaurants in our fair city that it can be hard to know 

where to go when you’re craving fish and chips, pad thai or some green chile-

drenched enchiladas. Well, we’ve gone to eat at all the restaurants in Albu-

querque and put the best of them together in a list so that you don’t have to. 

That’s real nice of us, isn’t it? That list is called Chowtown, and it’s hitting the 

streets Nov. 29 on fancy bound Hi-brite paper with a glossy cover. This exhaus-

tive collection of the best places to get grub in the 505 will be a great resource 

for all your future “I’m too hungry to make a decision on my own” moments. 

You’re welcome. 

Call (505) 346-0660 ext.248 or email advertising@alibi.com to place an ad

alibi THE LARGEST ALTERNATIVE NEWSWEEKLY IN NEW MEXICO
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BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

T
he woodshop of the expansive
building on north Fourth Street was
abuzz with machinery and movement

as I walked through. There, production
lead Richard Webb was sawing along the
grain of a seasoned piece of wood, and
the earthy smell of cedar rose through
the workshop. Alder, cherry, walnut,
African mahogany, red oak, poplar—
these are just some of the materials that
the craftsmen at Fathers Building Futures
use to create small art pieces, boxes, toys,
refined cutting boards and caskets for
business partners throughout the
community as well as individuals who
shop directly at the storefront, or happen
upon the nonprofit’s booth at local
growers’ markets, the Balloon Fiesta and
other happenings. 
Yet, what Fathers Building Futures

delivers in each of their pieces—and the
many services they provide—is
something more than a physical object,
it’s a direct buy-in to a better community
and a vote in favor of freedom for
everyone in it—emotionally, financially
and socially. “We’re one of the only
places in the Southwest that is run by
felons for felons,” Joseph Shaw, the
operations manager at Fathers Building
Futures, said. “All of our supervisors and
leads—other than a few people—we’re all
convicted felons.” And that piece is at the
core of the program, which grew out of PB & J
Family Services, an organization that works
with families in New Mexico to break cycles of
abuse. 
“One of the number one reasons for

someone going back to prison—and it costs
$45,000 a year to incarcerate one person—is
not securing housing or a job,” Emet Ma’ayan,
the executive director of the project, which
became its own 501(c)3 just this year,
explained about the need for this kind of
programming in our community. In answer to
that cycle—which is costly in so many ways—
Fathers Building Futures works specifically
with fathers coming out of the prison system,
merging job training with financial planning,
therapeutic work and a steady paycheck, to
open more pathways for these individuals and
by proxy, their families.
Fathers Building Futures runs a woodshop,

an auto detailing center, mobile power
washing services and offers freight and delivery
in the region. Fathers apply for the program
and, if accepted, choose the area they would
like to work in, along the way picking up
numerous other skills and finding vital support
systems. Just in the hours that I spent at the
building on a Tuesday morning in
September—a site which they have occupied

ARTS | CULTURE SHOCK

All the Good to Come
In the workshop and beyond at Fathers Building Futures

since their beginnings in 2008— a small group
was gathering for a therapeutic session,
another man was sitting down with a financial
advisor to talk about about his IRA and auto
detail supervisor Willie Rankin and auto detail
lead George Sandoval were working on a
Jaguar in the garage. And that was just a sliver
of the work happening at Fathers Building
Futures. 
“Even on the work side, we still do a lot of

therapeutic work,” Shaw explained. “It helps
the water still. When you come out of
incarceration, it’s like dropping a pebble in
water—the ripples start happening.” Shaw
explained that for some people, they have to
start at zero: finding a job, planning a bus
route and putting together a schedule.
Working at Fathers Buildings Futures makes
the process easier, and maybe even
accelerated, helping people in the program to
find balance—to still the waters. “Now we
have the structure,” Rankin explained, taking
a break from his work in the garage to unpack
the significance of his work there. “We get to
do things our way, [it’s] the first time in my life
when we get to do something our way and run
it.” Rankin, who is going on five years with
Fathers Building Futures, and is the manager of
the auto detail side of things, runs the show in
the garage along with Sandoval.
Back in the woodshop, art is constantly

being made—but perhaps more importantly,
there is a story that courses through each piece

crafted there, and in every moment of
service provided in the other divisions.
“It’s a social enterprise,” Dara Romero,
head of HR and community relations
described. “It’s a nice balance—the dads
are coming out and they have issues—
maybe transportation, housing, getting
reconnected with their kids, maybe drug
addiction—there’s a whole onset of
barriers that might keep them from
getting to a sustainable place. … It’s
about baby steps—asking: What are your
needs right now and how can we help
you?” The efforts of the program have had
transformative effect. More than 350 men
have successfully completed the program.
Graduates of the financial education
classes have gone on to start their own
businesses; those who have earned CDL
certifications have made successful careers
for themselves in freight and delivery;
woodworkers have continued work with
local businesses. These successes sustain
the day-to-day. “Just watching the
struggles and growth of these guys—that’s
why I come to work everyday. To see
them succeed and overcome. It’s not
about the work, you know? It never has
been. It’s a part of it, but that’s not what
motivates me to come in,” Shaw said. 
It’s inspiring to see the conviction of

everyone involved with Fathers Building
Futures at work, and connecting with the

program is simple. You can shop for products
from the woodshop online, or visit the
storefront during business hours. You can also
schedule auto detailing in the shop, or find out
about opportunities for mentoring. If your
business is hiring, you can contact the
organization to see if the right candidate is
soon to graduate the program. You can also
schedule a tour, and on Oct. 23, in
conjunction with the Before I Die Festival,
you can join a group walk-through and learn
specifically about casket making. (More
information about that event at
agoodgoodbye.com.) 
There are many moving parts here—and

there are ambitious goals of sustainable
employment, healthy families and, perhaps
most importantly, the erasure of the stigma of
having a felony background. “Each day there’s
something new developing here,” Ma’ayan
said. “The small pieces are coming together,
we see people getting jobs, and we see the
stigma changing.” Fathers Building Futures is
the only organization of its kind in New
Mexico—and it is evident just from being
there that their work is having tangible
impact. Supporting the art of this social
enterprise is simple; and buying that art carries
a second meaning—of confidence and love for
our community. Shop now—or just find out
more information—at
fathersbuildingfutures.com.  a

Look out, Gene Kelly
An American in Paris—the musical that hit

Popejoy (203 Cornell SE) this week—is
inspired by the 1951 film, but features an
entirely fresh take on the timeless music,
choreography and romantic story that so many
were endeared to all those decades ago. If the
four Tony Awards that the production took
home in 2015 doesn’t give it away already—
this show is well worth a visit for fans of
musical theater. The show runs through Oct.
22, and tickets are available online at
popejoypresents.com and start at around $40. 

Better Than a Sideshow
ABQ Circus Arts is bringing the Halloween

vibes with a new show at at their Wells Park
spot (1715 Fifth Street NW). This all-new
performance, titled Into the Dark: An ABQ
Circus Arts Smallshow opens on Friday, Oct.
20 and has a super short run until Sunday.
So—catch it while you can! Students of the
circus arts will perform a celebration of all
things macabre, as will the group’s professional
troupe. Score your ticket to the best little
circus show in the city at
holdmyticket.com/tickets/292570.

ABQ Stands with Puerto Rico
Big thanks to Duel Brewing Downtown for

organizing an expansive event to benefit
Puerto Rico in the aftermath of the hurricane
that struck the island several weeks ago. In
addition to a lot of live music (¡Revíva! and
Keith Sanchez and the Moon Thieves, to name
a few) there will be live art happening on the
spot thanks to Nikki Zabicki and Chris Lopez
and—get ready—a foosball tournament to
boot. Last, but not least, a number of local
poets will take the stage and perform. Bring
lots of cash for this good cause and show up to
the brewery (606 Central SW) on Oct. 22
between 4 and 8pm to support the people of
Puerto Rico and the island’s recovery. 

FOUND OBJECTS
BYMAGGIE GRIMASON

Out Come the Wolves
One of Albuquerque’s newest theater

groups—Theatre 3—is devoting their
presentations to innovative and experimental
new works that you won’t be able to see
anywhere else. One of their first offerings
comes in the shape of Wolves by Steve Yockey.
Billed as a play about “loneliness in the big
city,” the play promises a haunting effect.
Performances will be held at the Coal Avenue
Theatre (1985 Coal Ave SE) from Oct. 25 to
28. Contact
threeperformancegroup@gmail.com for further
details.  a

COURTESY OF THEATRE 3

George Sandoval working in the wood workshop at
Fathers Building Futures KATE LIVINGSTON
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BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

T
his Thursday—that
is, Oct. 19—sees the
kickoff of SHIFT

Dance collective’s
second annual SHIFT
Dance Festival, a three-
day celebration of
dance in all its plurality.
The festival features
performances of new
works by company
members Jacqueline
García, lisa nevada and
Kelsey Paschich, as well
as visiting performers S. Paola Loṕez R., AGA
Collaborative and Erika Pujič, as well as
workshops and lectures led by visiting artists. 

Pujič, a faculty dance instructor at Skidmore
College in New York, choreographed a piece of
SHIFT members called Transverse Syndrome,
and will perform in a piece she choreographed
in collaboration with musician Carl Landa and
filmmakers John Schneider and Steven Tainsh
called Rendezvous. Pujič took the time to
illumine her work in anticipation of her visit to
New Mexico. 

Alibi: What is your history with dance? 
Pujič: I started dancing at the age of six. My

parents enrolled me in ballet classes because I
was extremely shy. I did not like to talk at all
and found it easier to express myself through
movement and not words. Dance is still my
most powerful way of speaking, but through the
years [it] has made me more confident in
expressing myself through words. … Movement
is a universal language and is a good way to
build community and bring people from many
different backgrounds together. I find peace in
the studio. … Whether I am taking class,
rehearsing, teaching or creating, it is where I
feel most alive. 

What type of dance interests you? 
Movement interests me. I love watching

people in everyday life. The simplest of
movements can be the most beautiful and most
powerful. I’ve been very fortunate to have been
exposed to many different styles of dance and I
often like to incorporate many different
influences into my choreography. Modern
dance has been the idiom that allows me to
express myself most clearly. 

What are the pieces you are bringing to
the festival like? 

I have created a new work, Transverse
Syndrome, for SHIFT Dance co-founders
[García, nevada and Paschich]. These three
dancers inspired the work. I was excited to get
into the studio with them because they are
such different movers, but when put together

[they] are such a force. I wanted to play with
intersecting lines and the physicality of these
diverse dancers moving through space to
embody both symmetry and imbalance. … Carl
Landa and I will be performing a duet,
Rendezvous, that we premiered at the Bates
Dance Festival in 2015. [It] is a marriage of
dance, live music and film. 

You’ve collaborated with Carl Landa many
times—what’s your connection?

I first met Carl while dancing for Robert
Battle in Battleworks Dance Company. Mr.
Battle had commissioned Carl to write a few
scores throughout the years. I really was amazed
to watch the collaborative process between
choreographer and composer. … Fast forward
to today, Carl and I are married. We work at
Skidmore College together and he composes
scores for everything that I choreograph. There
is nothing like having him in the studio with
me during the creative process to play live to
what I am creating and then to shape that into
a score for the piece. Carl is such an intuitive
musician and he really understands what types
of sounds will enhance the movement. 

What is your greatest hope that audiences
will get out of seeing your work? 

I am hoping that people will connect to the
power of art. We are living in a precarious
world and I would like for us all, performers
and audience members, to come together and
experience the magic that an evening of dance,
music and film can generate. 

What do you hope you will take away
from the festival?

Every opportunity is a learning process and
a way of connecting with a new community
and new artists. I am hoping to cultivate new
collaborations that I can bring back to my
community in Saratoga Springs, New York.  a

Catch Pujič’s work on Saturday, Oct. 21 at VSA

North Fourth Art Center (4904 Fourth St. NW).

Find more information and tickets online at

shiftdancepresents.com. 

The Language of Dance
Rendezvous with dancer and choreographer

Erika Pujič at SHIFT Dance Festival 
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THURSDAY OCT 19
WORDS
SANTA FE COMMUNITY COLLEGE, Santa Fe Autumn Readings.
Poetry readings from Shuli Lamden and her poetry students.
6401 Richards Ave. 1-2:30pm. 428-1903. alibi.com/v/59rg.

ART

Calendar | arts & lit 

AUX DOG THEATRE The Turn of the Screw: A Ghost Story. As a
young governess begins to care for two orphaned children, their
unusual behavior leads her to discover a dark secret about their
relationship with their previous governess, Miss Jessel. 3011
Monte Vista Blvd NE. $10-$20. 8-9:15pm. 13+. 254-7716.
alibi.com/v/5a2n.

DESERT ROSE PLAYHOUSE Haunted Lives. Three studies in the
eerie and sinister, written by John Pielmeier. 6921 Montgomery
NE. $15-$18. 7:30pm. 13+. 563-0316. alibi.com/v/59ok.

POPEJOY HALL, UNM Center for the Arts An American in Paris.
203 Cornell Dr NE. $40-$85. 7:30pm. See 10/19 listing. See
Found Objects.

SONG & DANCE
HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco. Authentic Spanish
cuisine, beverages and flamenco performances. 800 Rio Grande
Blvd NW. $10-$30. 8-9:30pm. 21+. 242-7600. alibi.com/v/55nt.

NEW MEXICO MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY AND SCIENCE
Nights at the Museum: Spooky Salsa. Live music by local cuban
style salsa band, Son Como Son. Salsa lesson followed by salsa
dancing, laser shows, delicious food and prizes for the best
costumes. 1801 Mountain Rd NW. $20-$25. 7-11pm. 21+.
841-2869. alibi.com/v/59b8.

OASIS ALBUQUERQUE Eileen and The In-Betweens. Musician
and songwriter Eileen Shaughnessy, alongside her indie folk band
the In-Betweens, perform original songs rooted in social justice
themes. 3301 Menaul NE, Ste 18. $12. 2-3:30pm. ALL-AGES!
884-4529. alibi.com/v/59vg.

OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Jayme Stone’s Folklife. Two-
time Juno award-winning banjoist and composer Jayme Stone
performs folk, jazz and chamber music while both defying and
honoring the banjo’s role in the world’s music. 210 Yale Blvd
SE. $15-$20. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES! 268-0044. alibi.com/v/57oo.
See Event Horizon.

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LIBRARY The Rockies Clarinet Quartet.
A live performance of a variety of music. 423 Central Ave NE.
4-5:30pm. ALL-AGES! 848-1376. alibi.com/v/57va.

VSA NORTH 4TH ART CENTER Shift Dance Festival. 4904 4th
St NW. $10-$50. 8-10pm. ALL-AGES! See 10/19 listing.

LEARN
MEOW WOLF, Santa Fe Super Heroes and Super Monsters:
Halloween Facepainting Workshop. Facepaint basics and tech-
niques. Participants design, practice and create a final look with
brush and sponge. 1352 Rufina Circle. $35. 6-9pm. 13+. (505)
395-6369. alibi.com/v/5aev.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Colcha Community
Stitch-Along. Traditional New Mexican embroidery gathering led
by Annette Gutierrez Turk. 1701 Fourth Street SW. 9:30am-noon.
13+. 246-2261. alibi.com/v/585z.

FILM
GUILD CINEMA Way Out West Film Festival. 3405 Central Ave
NE. See 10/19 listing.

SATURDAY OCT 21
WORDS
PAGE ONE BOOKSTORE Science Fiction Authors Signing. Authors
S.M. Stirling signs their Change series and Walter Jon Williams
signs Quillifer. 5850 Eubank Blvd NE. 4-5:40pm. ALL-AGES!
294-2026. alibi.com/v/59b3.

ART
ALBUQUERQUE CONVENTION CENTER Albuquerque Murals
Conference: Panel Discussions and Workshops. Learn about the
processes and methods to support inclusivity, productivity and
considerate practices for mural creation around the city.
Registration required. 401 Second Street NW. 9am-3:30pm.
768-4575. alibi.com/v/5abo.

BOSQUE BREWING PUBLIC HOUSE Sugar Skulls. Watch skull-
making demonstration then create your own 1.5-pound sugar
skull masterpiece. 106 Girard Blvd SE. $30. 6-7pm. 803-1346.
alibi.com/v/59zx.

OT CIRCUS GALLERY Artist Market and Pop Up Shop. Artists, arti-
sans and crafters show and sell their creations. Final Market of
2017. 709 Central Ave NW. 10am-2pm. ALL-AGES! (678)
923-2755. alibi.com/v/5aao.

STAGE
AFRICAN AMERICAN PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, Expo NM
The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. 310 San Pedro Dr
NE. 7:30pm. See 10/20 listing.

ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE The Addams Family Musical.
224 San Pasquale SW. $15-$25. 7:30pm-9:30am. ALL-AGES!
See 10/20 listing.

AUX DOG THEATRE The Turn of the Screw: A Ghost Story. 3011
Monte Vista Blvd NE. $10-$20. 8-9:15pm. 13+. See 10/20

ARTS& LIT
CALENDAR

Compiled by Megan Reneau. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

Hike to raise awareness & support Rio 

Grande Food Project’s hunger relief work!

All donations will be matched by the 

Anderson Charitable Foundation!

2ND ANNUAL

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21ST

Register at www.rgfp.org

ASK ABOUT OUR FLEX PASS.
JEKYLL & HYDE is presented through special arrangement 

with Music Theatre International (MTI). All authorized 
performance materials are also supplied by MTI, 

421 West 54th Street, New York, NY 10019 
Tel: (212) 541-4684 • Fax: (212) 397-4684 • www.MTIShows.com

To purchase tickets: 
505.265.9119 or 
musicaltheatresw.com 

at the African American 
Performing Arts Center

DIRECTED BY 

Robb Anthony Sisneros

CONCEIVED FOR THE STAGE BY 

Steve Cuden & Frank Wildhorn

BOOK & LYRICS BY  Leslie Bricusse

MUSIC BY Frank Wildhorn

ORCHESTRATIONS BY Kim Scharnberg

ARRANGEMENTS BY Jason Howland

October 6-22, 2017
Friday & Saturday 7:30pm, Sunday 2pm

Musical Theatre Southwest
PRESENTS

NOB HILL FABRICS Button Palooza. Nancy Arnold shows
beautiful buttons and Japanese kimono fabrics. 4401

Cutler NE. Noon-7pm. alibi.com/v/5afs.

STAGE
POPEJOY HALL, UNM Center for the Arts An American in Paris.
A Tony Award-winning musical about an American soldier, a
mysterious French girl and indomitable European city, all
yearning for a new beginning in the aftermath of war. 203
Cornell Dr NE. $40-$85. 7:30pm. 277-9771. alibi.com/v/4s8x.
See Found Objects.

STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Stand-Up Comedy
Thursdays. Comedians Ben Hague and Luz Pazos perform live.
54 Jemez Dam. $10. 7:30pm. 21+. 771-5680. alibi.com/v/59an.

SONG & DANCE
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Third Thursday.
Featuring live music from The Bus Tapes. 2000 Mountain Rd NW.
5-8:30pm. ALL-AGES! 243-7255. alibi.com/v/51qf.

OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACEManuel Valera Trio. Grammy-
nominated pianist and composer Manuel Valera performs
jazz. 210 Yale Blvd SE. $15-$20. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES! 268-0044.
alibi.com/v/57on. See Event Horizon.

VSA NORTH 4TH ART CENTER Shift Dance Festival. A diverse
line-up of local, national and international contemporary perform-
ance artists. Go online for the full schedule. 4904 4th St NW.
$10-$50. 8-10pm. ALL-AGES! 507-8931. alibi.com/v/59i1.

FILM
GUILD CINEMA Way Out West Film Festival. Enjoy a variety of
LBGTQ films. Go online for a full schedule. 3405 Central Ave NE.
255-1848. alibi.com/v/59we.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Beatriz at Dinner.
Beatriz, a massage therapist and holistic healer, and also an
immigrant, is marooned at the home of a wealthy client after her
car breaks down. 1701 Fourth Street SW. 7pm. 18+. 246-2261.
alibi.com/v/5a00.

FRIDAY OCT 20
ART
YOGA ART SPACE Monthly Paint Night. Participants are guided
in painting a masterpiece, step-by-step. Canvas and all supplies
included. 8338 Comanche Rd NE. $20. 5pm. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/56zt.

STAGE
AFRICAN AMERICAN PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, Expo NM
The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. The classic tale of
one man’s treacherous quest to unlock the secrets of the divided
human psyche. 310 San Pedro Dr NE. 7:30pm. 222-0778.
alibi.com/v/5a7d.

ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE The Addams Family Musical.
The Addams family must face the one thing they’ve managed to
avoid for generations when Wednesday starts dating. 224 San
Pasquale SW. $15-$25. 7:30pm-9:30am. ALL-AGES! 242-4750.
alibi.com/v/55gb.
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listing.

DESERT ROSE PLAYHOUSE Haunted Lives. 6921 Montgomery
NE. $15-$18. 7:30pm. 13+. See 10/20 listing.

POPEJOY HALL, UNM Center for the Arts An American in Paris.
203 Cornell Dr NE. $40-$85. 7:30pm. See 10/19 listing. See
Found Objects.

SONG & DANCE
ALBUQUERQUE SQUARE DANCE CENTER Contra Dance. Dance
to the tunes of Albuquerque Megaband with calling from Sherilyn
Urben. 4915 Hawkins St NE. $8-$9. 10am. ALL-AGES! (563)
379-9020. alibi.com/v/59ee.

CONGREGATION NAHALAT SHALOM Sacred Circle Dancing.
Learn and honor simple dances and traditions from around the
world, both traditional and contemporary. Dances led by Margaret
Migliorati. 3606 Rio Grande Blvd. NW. $5. 5:30-7pm. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/5a30.

GERTRUDE ZACHARY CASTLE A Red Carpet Affair. An exuberant
cocktail soirée celebrating the roaring ’20s in the most elegant
of settings. Le Chat Lunatique provides live music. Heavy hors
d’oeuvres and a cash bar available. 400 Second Street SW.
$100. 6-11pm. 21+. alibi.com/v/5a05.

HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco. 800 Rio Grande Blvd
NW. $10-$30. 8-9:30pm. 21+. See 10/20 listing.

ORPHEUM ART SPACE Shift Dance Festival: Workshop Series.
Geared for professional dance artists and advanced movement
practitioners from the AGA Collaborative, S. Paola López R.
and Erika Puji�. 500 Second Street SW. $5-$30. 10am-1:30pm.
13+. 507-8931. alibi.com/v/59i6. See Culture Shock.

OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Delphia. The jazz phenom takes
over the stage with 11 of the finest musicians in N.M. Hosted by
Breaking Bad actor and comedian Steven Michael Quezada. 210
Yale Blvd SE. $25. 7-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! 795-5079.
alibi.com/v/5a5k.

VSA NORTH 4TH ART CENTER Shift Dance Festival. 4904 4th
St NW. $10-$50. 8-10pm. ALL-AGES! See 10/19 listing.

FILM
GUILD CINEMA Way Out West Film Festival. 3405 Central Ave
NE. See 10/19 listing.

SUNDAY OCT 22
WORDS
JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER OF GREATER ALBUQUERQUE
Book Fest. Lauren Belfer discusses her book And There After The
Fire. 5520 Wyoming Blvd NE. $10-$20. 3pm. 348-4518.
alibi.com/v/59zj.

KIMO THEATRE Ol’ Max Evans: The First Thousand Years. Fast
paced ride through life and times of internationally renowned,
best selling author Max Evans. Evans shares his stories of
Hollywood, ranching, publishing houses and brawls with Sam
Peckinpah. 423 Central Ave NW. 4-6pm. 768-3544.
alibi.com/v/59pa.

PAGE ONE BOOKSTORE Madcap Masquerade. Albuquerque
author, journalist and technical writer Janet Chapman explores
the festive 1920s in Santa Fe for a comedic romance. 5850 Eubank
Blvd NE. 3-4:30pm. ALL-AGES! 294-2026. alibi.com/v/59ri.

TEATRO PARAGUAS STUDIO, Santa Fe Ferocious Feminists Fight
for Immigrant Rights. Featuring poets and activists Isabel Ribe
and Tara Evonne Trudell and an open mic for performers on the
topics of immigration, borders, exile, and expatriation. All proceeds
go to the Santa Fe Dreamers Project. 3205 Calle Marie. $10.
6-8pm. 13+. 946-7707. alibi.com/v/597k.

ART
LAS PLACITAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Placitas Placitas
Artists Series October Visual Artists Reception. Featuring the
work of oil painter Connie Falk, photographer Dana Patterson
Roth, mixed media artist Dianna Shomaker and jeweler Erica
Wendel-Oglesby. Runs through 10/27. 7 Paseo De San Antonio
Rd. 2-3pm. ALL-AGES! 867-8080. alibi.com/v/59qe.

MARIE’S TEAS Figure Drawing Group. Practice drawing the human
form while enjoying world-class teas. RSVP required. 915 Yale
Blvd SE. $7-$20. 3-6pm. 18+. 730-5963. alibi.com/v/59q1.

STAGE
AFRICAN AMERICAN PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, Expo NM
The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. 310 San Pedro Dr
NE. 2pm. See 10/20 listing.

ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE The Addams Family Musical.
224 San Pasquale SW. $15-$25. 2pm-4am. ALL-AGES! See
10/20 listing.

AUX DOG THEATRE The Turn of the Screw: A Ghost Story. 3011
Monte Vista Blvd NE. $10-$20. 2-3:15pm. 13+. See 10/20
listing.

DESERT ROSE PLAYHOUSE Haunted Lives. 6921 Montgomery
NE. $15-$18. 2pm. 13+. See 10/20 listing.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER William Tell. The last
epic from Gioachino Rossini, viewers enjoy the magic of the
legendary opera. 1701 Fourth Street SW. $15-$89. 2pm.
ALL-AGES! 243-0591. alibi.com/v/4v8k.

POPEJOY HALL, UNM Center for the Arts An American in Paris.
203 Cornell Dr NE. $40-$85. 7:30pm. See 10/19 listing. See
Found Objects.

SONG & DANCE
HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco. 800 Rio Grande Blvd
NW. $10-$30. 6-7:30pm. 21+. See 10/20 listing.

LAS PLACITAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Placitas Antigoni Goni.
Greek classical guitarist Antigoni Goni performs works by Tárrega,
Bogdanovic, Domeniconi, Hadjidakis, Ourkouzounov, Theodorakis
and Merlin. 7 Paseo De San Antonio Rd. $15-$25. 3-5pm.
ALL-AGES! 867-8080. alibi.com/v/59qd.
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LAS PUERTAS Chatter Sunday. Performances of J.S.
Bach’s Partita in E Major for Solo Violin, Esa-Pekka

Salonen’s Lachen Verlent, John Luther Adams’ Canticles
of the Sky for 4 Cello Choirs featuring violinist Alexi
Kenney. 1512 First Street NW. $15. 10:30am-noon.

ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5ah0.

THE LENSIC, Santa Fe Concert Recital Alexi Kenney. Avery Fisher
Career Grant-winning violinist Alexi Kenney performs E Major
Partita by Bach, Crumb’s Four Nocturnes and more. 211 W San
Francisco. $22-$80. 4pm. 983-3530. alibi.com/v/556z.

FILM
CENTRAL & UNSER LIBRARY Sunday Movie. See Wonder
Woman (PG-13). 8081 Central NW. 1:30-3:30pm. 768-4320.
alibi.com/v/57vc.

COTTONWOOD MALL Bolshoi Ballet: Le Corsaire. Inspired by
Lord Byron’s saga poem and reworked by Alexei Ratmansky from
Petipa’s exotic 19th-century classic, this miracle of the repertoire
is one of the Bolshoi’s most lavish productions. 10000 Coors
Bypass NW. $10-$16. 10:55am-2:30pm. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/566s.

GUILD CINEMA Way Out West Film Festival. 3405 Central Ave
NE. See 10/19 listing.

TUESDAY OCT 24
ART
TRACTOR BREWING FOUR HILLS Adult Coloring Night. Original
art to color from artist Andrew Martinez. 13170 Central Ave SE.
3-10pm. 21+. 243-6752. alibi.com/v/5a9e.

FILM
COTTONWOOD MALL Revive Us 2. Kirk Cameron explores unity
and the path to remain true to one’s faith while addressing the
current turmoil of the US. 10000 Coors Bypass NW. $10-$16.
7pm-8:30am. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/56jj.

WEDNESDAY OCT 25
STAGE
NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER William Tell. 1701
Fourth Street SW. $15-$89. 2pm. ALL-AGES! See 10/22 listing.

LEARN
RIP WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY Guerrilla Photo Group. Creative
collaborative for photographers, models, makeup artists and styl-
ists, and designers of all skill levels. 500 Second SW. 5:30-11pm.
18+. alibi.com/v/4r24.

FILM
TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Cabinet of Dr. Caligari. Cellist
Tom Foe performs live to the silent horror film classic. 1800
Fourth Street NW. 8pm. 21+. 243-6752. alibi.com/v/58d8.
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BY ROBIN BABB

W
hile I’m a big fan of the farm-to-table
trend and the environmental
sustainability that it stands for, I’m less

thrilled about the pretensions and price tags
that tend to come along with it. Which is
why it was so refreshing to talk with Shawn
Weed, the chef and restaurateur who has a
vision for accessible farm-to-table food at his
new restaurant The Acre, opening Nov. 10 in
the Northeast Heights. 

While we sat drinking coffee and looking
over his menu, Shawn pulled up a photo on
his phone of what looked like a plate of
Chicago-style hot dogs. “They’re carrot dogs”
he said, grinning ear to ear. “Do they taste
exactly like hot dogs? No. But do they taste
good? Hell yeah.” You only have to spend a
few minutes with this guy to see that he loves
his work.

While Shawn definitely has an agenda
with The Acre—he’s crafting an all-
vegetarian menu and sourcing as many
ingredients as possible from local producers—
his main goal is to create a restaurant where
everyone can feel welcome. In his book,
eating well doesn’t have to be a high-brow
experience.

Weekly Alibi: So what’s the idea behind The
Acre?
Shawn Weed: I’m not doing this esoteric
farm-to-table thing—I want to go way back to
my roots. Back when I was in Indiana, my
grandparents had a farm. And when you
worked on the farm, at the end of the day
everybody would be at these picnic tables
eating together. And sometimes there was
meat, and sometimes there wasn’t. Sometimes
it was watermelon and roasted corn with tons
of butter on it. And you’re sitting across the
table from a cousin or another worker, and
you have this sense of shared experience that
people here don’t get. So, at The Acre, when
you walk into the restaurant the first thing
you’ll see is this big, reclaimed-wood
communal table. And that might be a little
difficult for some people—you could be sitting
across the table from a stranger. But maybe
you end up meeting somebody there that
you’d never meet otherwise. Or maybe you sit
there while you’re waiting for your friends to
show up, and you’ll end up meeting somebody
that you’ll later date! We usually rely on a bar
for an experience like that. But at a bar you’re
sitting and looking at a bartender, and at a
communal table you’re looking at somebody
else. So it makes it a little more immediate
and vulnerable. And I think the food has to
fit that.

What sets you apart from some of the other
farm-to-table restaurants in New Mexico?
Our price point is just the same as going to the
Range or Flying Star. We’re not expensive.
Because I want people to feel like it’s a place
they can come to on a weekday night, not just
for their anniversary. I want the neighborhood
to think they have a place they can come to
here. That’s as important to me as the food. I
can do food, but creating atmosphere—that’s
a big deal.

Why did you decide to do a strictly
vegetarian menu?
I’m not vegetarian. So I feel like I’m really
well equipped to make vegetarian food that
everybody will like. Yes, even carnivores. I
firmly believe that as Americans, we gotta cut
back [on meat]. I have no objection to
sustainably done agriculture, but the amount
we eat forces us into using these monster farms
that aren’t necessary. If we all just cut back a
bit, it would be so good for the environment.
It would drive quality up. I also have a lot of
vegetarian and vegan friends. There’s a couple
restaurants in town we can go to together, but
like, there’s some I can’t go to anymore. I
don’t want Thai food or Indian food every
day, you know? I want to be healthier, I want
to eat better, I want to take my kids
somewhere they can eat healthy and actually
enjoy it. I know so many families that, when
they go out, they go some place where their
kids can get chicken nuggets, and I just think
we can do better than that. And I kind of like

the fact that I’m going to get criticized for not
being a vegetarian [and running a vegetarian
restaurant]. Because I don’t think we live in a
world of just black or white, where you have
to be vegetarian or else not. Let’s take power
out of the middle. If everybody eats better,
everybody wins. 

Tell me a little about the menu.
It’ll be a seasonal menu, so every quarter the
menu will change. But within those quarters
we’ll have a smaller menu so that we can have
daily and weekly specials. And every day we’ll
make homemade ice cream. If strawberries are
in season, we’ll get strawberries that were
literally picked a few miles away. Or maybe
roasted pear and balsamic ice cream. It’s going
to be different all the time. We’re also doing
something on the menu called the ‘catch of
the day,’ which, of course, is funny for a
vegetarian restaurant. It’s a featured ingredient
from a local farmer or producer. When the
server greets the table, they’ll say, “Our catch
of the day is a nutty and flavorful Romano
cheese from Old Windmill Dairy that’s been
aged 6 months, the farm is just down the way,
and this is how we’re using it in the dish
today.” 

Do you think some carnivores will be a little
cynical of going to a vegetarian restaurant?
Somebody along the way coined what I do as
“vegetarian food for carnivores.” I wouldn’t
stand behind it as my motto, but I do want to

make vegetarian food that’s accessible to
anyone that eats. It’s comfort vegetarian. It’s
not a kale salad with roasted barley. I’m not
trying to be that place. I love these guys I
meet that are so cynical about vegetarian
food, and then I say, “Well, do you like apple
pie and ice cream? Flatbread pizza with a beer?
Then you’ll find plenty of stuff to like on my
menu.”

What kind of drinks will you be doing?
We’re going to have beer and wine. Mostly
local beers, a couple domestic bottles, just
because people want their Corona sometimes,
and I’m not going to tell them they can’t have
it. Marble’s just up the street, so I definitely
want to feature them. We’ll rotate the beers
seasonally. For coffee we’ll have Villa Myriam,
which is a local roaster. I love them.

Can my vegan and my gluten free friends
find something to eat at The Acre? 
Absolutely. Most things that aren’t vegan can
be made vegan. And even things that aren’t
gluten free, we’ll probably be able to make
something for you. That’s the great think
about from-scratch cooking: everything’s
made to order. a

The Acre will be opening on Nov. 10 at 4410
Wyoming Blvd NE. You can find out more about

them at theacrerestaurant.com.

The Acre Brings Accessible
Farm-to-Table Food to Albuquerque
Shawn Weed makes vegetarian comfort food for everyone—not just vegetarians

Chef and restaurateur Shawn Weed DANIEL MALDONADO HOPPERVISION
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Gorging on
Greens
BY ROBIN BABB

T
his week we’re focusing on the diners
among us who choose not to eat meat—the
vegetarians and the vegans who struggle to

find a restaurant where they can actually get
what they want. Whatever the reason for your
diet, we here at the Alibi want you to eat good
food alongside your carnivorous comrades, so
we’ve rounded up a list of solid vegetarian and
vegan restaurants in the city for you to try out.
Yes there’s Indian and Thai on the list—but
there’s other things as well, so you can break
out of that dining out rut. Take your meat-
eating partner or friend along with you, and
feel free to gloat when they tell you that,
“Wow, this stuff is actually pretty good.” a

UNIVERSITY

ANNAPURNA’S WORLD
VEGETARIAN CAFÉ
2201 Silver Ave SE, 262-2424 • $

[Vegetarian/Health Foods, Specialty Food
Store, Bakery/Sweets] Ayurvedic cuisine
supposedly works with your body’s natural energies
and constitution to create “soul” food that’s on a
whole new plane. Winners of Best Vegetarian in our
restaurant poll several years running, Annapurna’s
food is satisfying but never heavy and, well, you just
feel better after you eat there. Try Sunday brunch
with spiced gluten-free, vegan pancakes and
breakfast quinoa (but you’ll have to live without
scrambled eggs, sorry). The shaded courtyard to
the side of the restaurant is spectacular.

THE PITA PIT
2106 Central Ave SE, 242-7482 • $

[Deli/Sandwiches, Vegetarian/Health Foods]
Late-night UNM goers, you now have another option
for the midnight munchies. The Pita Pit, an Ontario-
based chain, has a mix-and-match pita sandwich
menu and a modest but colorful dining room. To
top it off, it’s open until 3am. Greek, American and
Middle Eastern options abound in meaty pocket
sammies—wipe the drool off your textbook and
refuel!

DOWNTOWN

CAFÉ LUSH
700 Tijeras Ave NW, 508-0164 • $

[Deli/Sandwiches, American, Organic/Locally
Grown, Vegetarian/Health Foods, New Mexican]
Café Lush is like a daydream of the way things
might be in some future hybrid of Europe and
Albuquerque. It’s an urban café on a quiet street
corner with a small menu of simple, yet well-crafted
dishes and a pledge to use local, seasonal and

2017  HOUSE RAFFLE

Only 4,000 tickets will be sold.

Drawing to be held November 18, 2017. 
For complete rules: www.elranchitonm.org

Grand Prize:

Abrazo Home or $100,000 Cash
1st: $7,500 • 2nd: $5,000 • 3rd: $2,500

Buy Tickets: 505-889-6040 or www.elranchitonm.org

Tickets are only $75 and benefit children
in need of a home of their own.

LAST CHANCE

TO PURCHASE

TICKETS!
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A traditional American 

Bistro with the �nest 

quality meats and 

vegetarian options.

FREE
APPETIZER
or DESSERT
with two paid 

entrees

119 San Pasquale SW

505. 999. 8414

organic ingredients whenever possible. But unlike in
Europe, the red and green chile won’t disappoint. 

RAD(ISH)
400 Gold St SW Ste 101, 382-7268 • $

[Bakery/Sweets, Vegetarian/Health Foods] This
bright, fresh restaurant truly serves organic food.
They use real, whole foods like grass-fed dairy,
cage-free eggs, grass-fed beef, organic chicken and
organic produce. The meals are fast, convenient
and delicious and are all naturally gluten-free. Now
that’s rad.

FAR NORTHEAST HEIGHTS

SQUEEZED JUICE BAR
7900 San Pedro Dr NE Ste A12, 821-1437 • $

[Organic/Locally Grown, Vegan, Vegetarian,
Vegetarian/Health Foods] This tasty juice bar is a
favorite amongst locals. They not only provide
premixed smoothies and juices like Tropical
Vacation (which has pineapple, banana, mango,
orange, shredded coconut and lemon) and
Rejuvenator (fennel, apple, kale, lemon, cayenne)
but also açai bowls and “create your own blend
juices.”

NORTHEAST HEIGHTS

THAI VEGAN
5505 Osuna Rd NE, 884-4610 • $$

[Asian, Take Out/To-Go, Thai, Vegan,
Vegetarian/Health Foods] The Thai Vegan menu
includes fake shrimp, chicken, fish and pepper
steak. That said, it isn’t the sophistication of
vegetarian faux meats that makes the place so
good. It’s amazing because the cooks really know
what they’re doing, and they use quality
ingredients. The Thai iced tea (yup, that’s vegan
too) is like sipping Bangkok through a straw. 

I-25 CORRIDOR

PARS CUISINE
4320 The 25 Way NE Ste 100, 345-5156 • $$$

[Middle Eastern, Vegetarian/Health Foods] For
something a little more out of the ordinary, pay a
visit to Pars Cuisine, the Persian restaurant near the
Century Rio 24 theater. Vegetarians will appreciate
the nonmeat options and meat lovers are sure to
love the spicy kabobs. Linger on your floor cushions
while belly dancers roam through the dining room.

NOB HILL

LA MONTAÑITA CO-OP
3500 Central Ave SE, 265-4631 • $

[Specialty Food Store, Vegetarian/Health
Foods] Specializing in local, organic and otherwise
natural food products, the deli is no exception and
doesn’t disappoint in taste or selection. The deli
folks will make a hearty sandwich to your liking—or
pick up a quick pint of one of the tasty hot or cold
spreads and salads. For a delicious vegan dessert,
stick with the chocolate Amazon cake layered with
luscious, fudge frosting.

UPPER NOB HILL

SALATHAI
3619 Copper Ave NE, 265-9330 • $$

[Thai, Vegetarian/Health Foods, Asian] Salathai
combines kind, quick service with mega-amazing
and affordable food. An excellent choice for
vegetarians and carnivores alike, the menu is
strong from beginning to end. Their affordable lunch
specials boast a special Thai soup, egg rolls and a
tapioca dessert that hits the spot.

Chowtown
a rotating guide to restaurants we like

suggest a restaurant or search for more at:

w alibi.com/chowtown

These listings have no connection with Alibi advertising
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Only The Brave
Hotshots fight fire with fire in true-life tragedy

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

W
ith wildfires streaking though Northern
California, turning parts of Napa wine
country to ash, it seems an

uncomfortably timely moment to go see a
movie about one of the most devastating forest
fires in recent American history. Nonetheless,
Only the Brave is a tough-as-nails tearjerker
aimed almost exclusively at celebrating the
stout individuals who volunteer to save lives
and property as firefighters.

The film is based on the true story of the
Granite Mountain Hotshots, which started as
a local fire team in tiny Prescott, Az. The
group, led by Superintendent Eric Marsh
(played here with sturdy stoicism by Josh
Brolin), spent years trying to get certified as an
elite hotshot crew. That would allow them to
fight fires directly, instead of serving backup—
cutting underbrush and other menial tasks for
the main crews. Generally speaking, forest fire
fighting is coordinated though the national
Forest Service. A local municipality trying to
build its own hotshot crew was (and is)
unusual. But Prescott is in the thick of wildfire
country, and with the assistance of a
sympathetic local politico (Jeff Bridges,
radiating no-effort charm), Marsh pushes for
the crucial certification.

Only the Brave spends most of its run time
humanizing the various members of Marsh’s
firefighting crew (Taylor Kitsch, James Badge
Dale, Geoff Stults and Thad Luckinbill among

them). They’re a rough-and-tumble mix of
small-town boys just trying to provide for their
families. Marsh stays front-and-center,
however, a reformed sinner hoping to do right
by his community and trying to balance that
with the demands of his often-neglected wife
(Jennifer Connelly in a smaller but crucial
role). We also spend a goodly amount of time
with newbie Brendan McDonough (Miles
Teller from Whiplash). McDonough,
nicknamed “Doughnut” by his ball-breaking
coworkers, starts out as a screw-up pothead
who figures it’s time to get his act together
when the girl he dated a couple times ends up
pregnant. At first, of course, it doesn’t look
like he’s gonna be up to snuff, but the
demanding “Supe” recognizes a younger
version of himself and gives the kid a chance.

Joseph Kosinski (TRON: Legacy, Oblivion)
directs the film in straight-laced, workmanlike
style, slowly building the story and only
occasionally relying on a visual flourish or two
to show off his camera skills. You could argue
that Only the Brave never quite solves the
“based on a true story” conundrum, going
beyond mere dutiful reportage and becoming a

REEL WORLD
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dramatic work of art unto itself. But playing by
the rules, sticking to the facts and running
black-and-white photographs of the real-life
people during the closing credits is a formula
that seems to work—so why mess with it?

Eventually, of course, our ragtag band of
local boys gets certified as a hotshot crew and
spends its summers hopping around the
Southwest dousing various out-of-control
conflagrations. Interestingly enough, the film
spends relatively little time exploring the
Yarnell Hill Fire, the incident that made the
Granite Hill Hotshots infamous and led to the
GQ article on which this film is based. It does,
however, serve as the film’s climax. Most of
Only the Brave fluctuates between character
building, domestic drama and some genial
humor based on the macho camaraderie
between crew members. But the fast-moving,
hard-hitting climax doesn’t pull any emotional
punches. It’s evident by then, though, that the
film is primarily interested in lionizing those
involved in the Yarnell incident and not in
placing blame on what went wrong there.
There are no discussions, for example, of the
various policy changes that were instituted
after Yarnell Hill. Was team management,
safety practices, poor communication or
bureaucracy to blame? Only the Brave isn’t
saying. Again, the script misses an opportunity
to have a deeper discussion. But that almost
feels like a different movie. Celebrating the
bravery and brotherhood of cocky, good-
looking American boys battling a nameless,
faceless foe is Only the Brave’s job and it does
so with a single-mindedness that makes it
strong, tense and emotionally gripping. a

China Crisis
Veteran filmmaker Felicia Lowe’s latest
documentary Chinese Coupletswill screen this
Saturday, Oct. 21 from 1 to 3pm at the Maxwell
Museum of Anthropology’s Hibben Center on the
University of New Mexico campus. The film is
described as “part memoir, part history, part
investigation.” It spans two centuries, three
countries and four generations of women in an
intimate story that reveals the impact of
America’s Chinese Exclusion Act (signed into law
in 1882 and not repealed until 1943) on Lowe’s
own family. Lowe will be there in person for a
post-film Q&A session. This timely examination of
America’s thorny history of immigration is being
presented by the Chinese American Citizens
Alliance. Admission is free, but seating is limited.
Reserve your seats now by going to
eventbrite.com.

Goats Love Movies
The Old Windmill Dairy is bringing back Baby Goat
Cuddling and Movie Night Under the Stars. This
month’s event will take place Saturday, Oct. 21
starting at 6pm. A reception with refreshments
(hot dogs, popcorn, macaroni and cheese, ice tea,
lemonade) gets underway 30 minutes prior to
showtime. The movie will start at sunset,
complete with “soft, adorable baby goats” in
attendance. This month’s family-friendly theme is
Halloween movies. Blankets, chairs, flashlights
and picnic baskets are encouraged. The movie will
be screened in the barn or outside, depending on
weather conditions. Tickets are $10 to $26 and
are available in advance at
theoldwindmilldairy.com/shop/baby-goat-
cuddling-stars. The Old Windmill Dairy is located
at 52 Paso Ranch Rd. in Estancia.

Troubled Waters
As part of the ongoing Santa Fe Independent Film
Festival (Oct. 18 through 22), cult film director
John Waters (Pink Flamingos, Crybaby, Hairspray,
Serial Mom) will be presenting his one-man show
John Waters—This Filthy World: Dirtier and
Filthier on Saturday, Oct. 21. The show starts at
7pm at the Lensic Performing Arts Center (211 W.
San Francisco). Waters will speak about his
eclectic film career and his own peculiar, perverse
taste. A book signing for Waters’ newest non-
fiction work, Role Models,will follow the 90-
minute show. Tickets ($28 to $100) are available
now at santafeindependentfilmfestival.com.

To the Max
Ol’ Max Evans: The First Thousand Years is a new
documentary, tracing the life and times of
renowned New Mexico author Max Evans. Evans’
bestselling Western novels The Rounders and The
Hi-Lo Countrywere both turned into successful
Hollywood films. Friends of Evans—including Sam
Peckinpah, Sam Elliot and Peter Coyote—lend
their voices to the film. You can catch it this
Sunday, Oct. 22, from 4 to 6pm at the KiMo
Theatre (423 Central Ave. NW). Admission is free
and open to the public.

Beer + Fear
Tractor Brewing Co. is getting into the movie biz
for Halloween. On Wednesday, Oct. 25, from 8 to
10pm, you can have a brew and watch the 1920
silent film The Cabinet of Dr. Caligariwith a live
musical score by cellist Tom Foe. The classic
chiller tells the eerie story of a mad hypnotist who
sends a mesmerized “somnambulist” to do his
dark bidding. This one takes place at the Wells
Park Tap Room (1800 Fourth Street NW).
Admission is free. Beers are not. a

Only the Brave
Opens Thursday 10/19

Directed by Joseph Kosinski

Starring Josh Brolin, Miles Teller, Jennifer Connelly,

Jeff Bridges

Rated PG-13

"First one to blink cooks the chili tonight."
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arrow, Tench the intellectual skeptic—

crisscross the country interviewing baffled

cops and creepy convicts. 

Since it doesn’t focus much on active

crimes—it’s not Ford and Tench’s job to

hunt down these killers—“Mindhunter”

isn’t particularly gory or action-packed.

That isn’t to say, however, that it lacks

grisly thrills. One early encounter with

“The Co-Ed Killer” (a real-life murderer

played here by Cameron Britton) is

unsettling for the open, matter-of-fact way

in which he discusses his horrendous

crimes. Academic as it can be, the show has

a sly sense of black humor—as the well-

timed use of the Talking Heads’ “Psycho

Killer” can attest.

Some may find the show a bit too chatty,

and it does take getting past the first

episode for things to click into place. Once

our protagonists start going face-to-face

with killers, though, the show has a sneaky,

edgy thrill. This isn’t about chasing

mysterious clues and stopping murderers

before they kill again—it’s about

understanding what makes them tick. The

compelling concept of the show is that the

world is going to Hell in a hand basket, and

criminals are just keeping up with the times.

The chilling and occasionally funny

conclusion is that maybe they’re not all that

different from the rest of us. a

Season 1 of “Mindhunter” is available now for

streaming on Netflix.

W
riter-director-producer David Fincher

is no stranger to serial killers, having

helmed such cinematic slayers as

Se7en and Zodiac. And television has been

cultivating a love of serial killers for some

time now—from “Dexter” to “Hannibal” to

“The Following” to “Aquarius” to any

number of Scandinavian detective shows.

So it seems like a marriage made in Heaven

(or maybe Hell) to have Fincher adapting

John Douglas and Mark Olshaker’s real-life

memoir Mindhunter: Inside the F.B.I.’s Elite

Serial Crime Unit for Netflix.

The show is written by British

playwright Joe Penhall and Texas

playwright Jennifer Haley, who do a

commendable job of translating Douglas

and Olshaker’s wordy procedural work. The

show takes us back to 1977, the year David

Berkowitz was arrested for the shocking Son

of Sam murders in New York. FBI hostage

negotiator Holden Ford (Jonathan Groff,

“Looking”) is starting to notice a disturbing

trend. “The world barely makes any sense,”

he says of post-Manson, post-Watergate,

post-Vietnam America. “So it follows that

crime doesn’t either.” 

Clearly, old-school, rational crime-

fighting methods are not appropriate for

catching this new generation of psychotic

murderers dubbed “serial killers.” Looking

for a better way, Ford digs into the field of

sociology and finds behavioral-science

specialist Bill Tench (Holt McCallany from

“CSI: Miami”). Together these mismatched

partners—Ford is the antisocial straight
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suffering at the hand of various
demonic entities and “other unworldly
phenomena.” 

SATURDAY 21

Too Funny to Fail (Hulu streaming
anytime) This documentary examines
how and why “The Dana Carvey
Show”—staffed with such soon-to-be
comic heavyweights as Steve Carell,
Stephen Colbert, Louis C.K., Robert
Smigel and Charlie Kaufman—crashed
and burned so spectacularly back in
1996.

The Watcher in the Woods (Lifetime
6pm) Anjelica Huston replaces Bette
Davis in this remake of the not-so-
fondly remembered 1980 Disney horror
flick about a girl who comes to believe
her family’s new house is haunted. The
original was reedited and rereleased
with a new ending a year after it first hit
theaters. So it will be interesting to see
how this one wraps things up.

SUNDAY 22

“The Simpsons” (KRQED2 7pm)Maggie
gets possessed by a demon, Lisa
discovers a perfect version of her family
in an alternate reality, and Homer
cannibalizes himself in this year’s
“Treehouse of Horror XXVIII.”

“Countdown to Christmas Preview
Show” (Hallmark 8pm) It’s
Christmastime (well, not really), and
Hallmark has got to make its nut. So
here’s a sneak preview special to get
you hyped for the 21 (count ‘em, 21!)
new Christmas-based rom-coms

Hallmark is about to unload on us.

“The Jellies!” (Cartoon Network
1:15am) Rap star Tyler, the
Creator created this odd cartoon
about a 16-year-old boy who
learns he was actually adopted at
birth by a family of jellyfish.

MONDAY 23

“Scared Famous” (VH1 7pm)A
bunch of reality show stars (from
“RuPaul’s Drag Race,” “America’s
Next Top Model,” “Mob Wives,”
“Black Ink Crew” and “Love & Hip
Hop”) do the “Big Brother” thing—
but in a haunted house.

TUESDAY 24

“Snoop Dogg Presents The Joker’s
Wild” (TBS 8pm) Snoop Dogg
hosts this reboot of the ’70s
gameshow. Why? ... Uh, I’m gonna
say he was stoned when he
agreed to do this.

“At Home With Amy Sedaris” (truTV
8:30pm) Funnywoman (and
crafting addict) Amy Sedaris hosts
this kooky homemaking show
that’s half “Martha Stewart Living”
and half “Pee-wee’s Playhouse.”

WEDNESDAY 25

“Expedition Unknown: Hunt for
Extraterrestrials—After the
Hunt” (Travel Channel 8pm) Only
an hour to talk about all the
extraterrestrials they captured this
season? a

THURSDAY 19

“The Walking Dead: Behind The Dead”
(AMC 8pm)AMC offers up the first of
three nights’ worth of behind-the-
scenes specials leading up to the
Season 8 premiere of “The Walking
Dead.” 

FRIDAY 20

1922 (Netflix streaming anytime)
Stephen King’s very good year
continues with this slow-burn
adaptation of his short story of the
same name. Thomas Jane (“The
Expanse”) stars as a rural farmer with
murder on his mind in a messy
variation on Poe’s “The Tell-Tale Heart.” 

“Superstition” (Syfy 8pm)Mario Van
Peebles (aw, yeah, New Jack City)
produces and stars in this
supernatural drama about a family-
owned funeral home in rural La
Rochelle, Ga. which—like a lot of
mysterious small towns on TV—is filled
with supernatural weirdness. Naturally,
the funeral home owners employ
“arcane weaponry, incredible strength
and a deep knowledge of the occult”
to provide “afterlife care” for the
recently deceased who may be

Chatting with Killers
“Mindhunter” on Netflix

CSLPlasma.com

*Applicable for eligible, quali�ed new donors. Fees vary by weight and location. 
New donors must bring photo ID, proof of address and Social Security number.

New Donors:
Donate plasma today 
and earn up to $400 
this month!*

Who knew I could earn money and save lives.

211 4TH ST. NW, SUITE 15 • ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87107 • 505-359-2262
204 SAN MATEO BLVD. SE • ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87108 • 505-243-4449

Redeem at your nearest donation center for details.

Center staff scan to enter payment comment.

INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO ATTEND A SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 24  7:00 PM 
AT REGAL WINROCK

SIGN UP FOR THE ALIBI E-MAIL NEWSLETTER TO FIND  
OUT WHERE TO GET YOUR FREE TICKETS!

ALIBI.COM/NEWSLETTER

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SERVICE has been rated R (Restricted – Under 17 Requires Accompanying Parent or Adult 
Guardian) for strong violent content, language throughout, some sexuality, drug material and brief nudity. Supplies 
are limited. Limit one (1) pass per person. Each pass admits two (2). Sponsors’ employees are ineligible to participate. 

Screening is overbooked to ensure capacity. Please refer to passes for any other possible restrictions. 
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.

MUST SIGN UP FOR THE NEWSLETTER BY THURSDAY, 10/19 AT NOON.

/ThankYouForYourServiceMovie

#TYFYSmovie

@TYFYSmovie

IN THE ATERS OC TOBER 27

www.thankyouforyourservicemovie.com
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seems to have no life and no surprises left in store for her—
until, one day, she grows a tail. This tragicomic fable grows in-
creasingly magical as its bizarre story goes on. Ultimately, the
Kafka-esque (no, really) tale is about the joy and freedom of
being an outsider in a suffocatingly conventional world. In Russ-
ian with English subtitles. 91 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday
10/20 at Guild Cinema)

STILL PLAYING

American Assassin
Dylan O’Brien (who? ... Checking his IMDB profile. ... He plays
Stiles Stilinski on MTV’s “Teen Wolf”) stars as an assassin who’s
presumably American in this low-budget action thriller. O’Brien
is a young student mentored in the killing/spying arts by a
crusty old CIA expert (Michael Keaton) after his girlfriend is
killed by terrorists. 91 minutes. R. (Century Rio)

American Made
Tom Cruise, still working that winking charisma, stars in this “in-
spired by a true story” action-comedy about a fundamentally
decent airline pilot and family man who goes to work for the CIA
during the 1980s as a South American drug runner. The story is
slick but rather exhausting under the glib direction of Doug
Liman (The Bourne Identity, Mr. & Mrs. Smith, Edge of Tomor-
row). 115 minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Flix
Brewhouse, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium
16)

American Satan
A young rocker named Johnny Faust (subtle reference there,
filmmakers) sells his soul to the mysterious “Mr. Capricorn”
(Malcolm McDowell) for fame and fortune on the Sunset Strip.
This unsubtle musical fantasy is directed by Ash Avildsen,
founder of Sumerian Records. Denise Richards from Wild
Things, Drake Bell from “Drake and Josh,” newscaster Larry King,
wrestler Bill Goldberg and porn star Tori Black are among the
“guest stars.” 115 minutes. R. (AMC Albuquerque 12)

Battle of the Sexes
Emma Stone and Steve Carell star in this mostly breezy biopic
about the infamous “Battle of the Sexes” tennis match between
Billie Jean King and Bobby Riggs. Directors Jonathan Dayton &
Valerie Faris (Little Miss Sunshine) nail the early ’70s look and
feel. While the film captures the feel of this epic (and epically
hyped) spectacle, it’s Stone’s empathetic performance as the
reluctant feminist icon struggling with her sexuality that delivers
the most impact. Reviewed in v26 i39. 121 minutes. PG-13.
(Century Rio, High Ridge)

Blade Runner 2049
Some 35 years after Ridley Scott’s Philip K. Dick adaptation hit
theaters on its way to becoming a cult classic, the official se-
quel gets underway. This time around a young LAPD replicant
hunter (Ryan Gosling) gets caught in a cover-up when he dis-
covers a long-buried secret involving legendary blade runner
Rick Deckard (Harrison Ford), who has been missing for more
than three decades. Hampton Fancher, who penned the origi-
nal, contributes the screenplay. Denis Villeneuve (who gave us
last year’s spectacular Arrival) takes over for Scott in the direc-
tor’s chair. This gorgeous sci-fi rumination is long, slow and very
moody—but it dovetails perfectly with the original. 163 minutes.
R. (Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cin-
emas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century 14
Downtown, Cottonwood Stadium 16, High Ridge)

Flatliners
Director Joel Schumacher’s original Brat Pack-ish flick from
1990 was a serviceable enough medical/horror thriller. So why
not a reboot/sequel? Seems we’ve got a new generation of hot
young actors (Ellen Page, Diego Luna, Nina Dobrev, James Nor-
ton) experimenting with near-death experiences, stopping their
hearts and seeing what the afterlife is like. Needless to say, this
is a bad idea. 108 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Cottonwood
Stadium 16, AMC Albuquerque 12)

The Foreigner
It’s becoming an increasingly common cliché in Hollywood to
give aging actors their “Liam Neeson in Taken” comeback.
Nonetheless, watching martial arts superstar Jackie Chan do
the “retired special agent hunts down the kidnappers/killers of
his daughter” thing doesn’t sound that bad. This tightly bud-
geted thriller actually spends more time with Pierce Brosnan as
a Northern Irish politician trying to quell sectarian violence—but
the mix of action and politics ends up working. 114 minutes. R.
(Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Happy Death Day
This cheap but clever horror flick from Christopher Landon
(Scout’s Guide to the Apocalypse, Paranormal Activity: The
Marked Ones) mixes the 1981 slasher Happy Birthday to Me
with the 1993 fantasy Groundhog Day. Seems a young college
student (Jessica Rothe from “Mary + Jane”) spends her birthday
being brutally murdered—only to wake up that morning and re-
peat the whole thing. If only she could puzzle out the identity of

OPENING THIS WEEK

Beetlejuice
Tim Burton’s still extremely fun comedy from 1988 features
Michael Keaton as the nutty “bioexorcist” hired by a couple of
recently deceased ghosts (Alec Baldwin and Geena Davis) to
rid their home of some pesky new (living) owners (Catherine
O’Hara, Jeffrey Jones and Winona Ryder). 92 minutes. PG.
(Opens Monday 10/23 at Flix Brewhouse)

Breathe
Famed computer-assisted character actor Andy Serkis (The Lord
of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Rings, King Kong, Rise of the
Planet of the Apes) tries his hand at directing with this earnest
but stuffy romantic biopic about Robin and Diana Cavendish,
an adventurous couple who refused to give up in the face of a
devastating disease. Think The Theory of Everything, but with
polio instead. Andrew Garfield and Claire Foy star. 117 minutes.
PG-13. (Opens Thursday 10/19 at Century 14 Downtown, High
Ridge)

Bugs
With global food shortages on the horizon, forward-thinking
chefs, environmentalists and food scientists are turning to a
new source of protein: insects. This entertaining documentary
follows members of the Nordic Food lab who, for three years,
traveled the globe investigating people who foraged, farmed,
cooked and tasted everything from honey ants to giant hornets.
74 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 10/20 at Guild Cinema)

Faces, Places
Octogenarian Belgian writer/director Agnès Varda (The Gleaners
& I, Cleo from 5 to 7) joins forces with thirtysomething photog-
rapher/muralist JR to take a road trip through rural France. The
two artists hit it off fabulously, bonding over their mutual curios-
ity and creativity in this playful, wonderfully personal documen-
tary. If it’s “about” anything, it’s the pride and joy people—from
famous artists to humble farmers—take in their everyday work. A
real cinematic charmer. 89 minutes. PG. (Opens Friday 10/20
at High Ridge)

Geostorm
Bombastic writer-producer Dean Devlin (Stargate, Independ-
ence Day, Godzilla) turns writer-director so he can mash up the
last 15 years’ worth of disaster flicks into one overstuffed apoc-
alypse. Seems that, in the near future, mankind has developed
a series of satellites that can control the weather. But when the
tech gets hacked (unleashing tsunamis, tornados, hurricanes,
earthquakes, you name it), it’s up to super-genius Gerard Butler
to save the Earth. Don’t think: Just unhinge your jaw and watch
cities go ka-blooey! 109 minutes. PG-13. (Opens Friday 10/20
at Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12,
Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Pre-
miere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Ghostbusters (1984)
The classic 1984 supernatural comedy returns to the big
screen. Feel free to quote along (“It’s true, this man has no
penis.”) as Bill Murray, Dan Aykroyd, Harold Ramis and Ernie
Hudson zap ghosts and demons in midtown Manhattan. 105
minutes. PG. (Sunday 10/22 at Icon Cinemas Albuquerque)

Golmaal Again!!!
If you’ve been paying attention, this is the fourth film in the pop-
ular Golmaal series. For this action-comedy go-around, five In-
dian pals get involved in a bunch of comical incidents involving
a haunted house. Ajay Devgn, Tusshar Kapoor, Arshad Warsi,
Shreyas Talpade and Kunal Khemu star. In Hindi with English
subtitles. 150 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 10/20 at Cen-
tury 14 Downtown)

Harold and Maude
Now here’s a romantic comedy for you. Bud Cort and Ruth Gor-
don star in this classic black comedy from 1971 about the ulti-
mate May/December romance. He’s a suicidal young kid, she’s
a lively senior citizen. Together, they’re the perfect couple. Funny,
sad, weird: This movie has it all. Double-featured with The Sev-
enth Seal as part of the Before I Die ABQ Fest. 91 minutes.
(Saturday 10/21 at Guild Cinema)

A Haunting in Salem
In this 2011 horror cheapie, a sheriff (B-movie super-actor Bill
Oberst Jr.) relocates to Salem, Mass., only to learn that his new
house is plagued by an ancient curse and haunted by malicious
spirits. This (formerly) direct-to-video flick comes to us from The
Asylum (makers of Sharknado and Airplane vs. Volcano) as part
of their “Thursday Night at The Asylum” film series. 86 minutes.
R. (Opens Thursday 10/26 at Century Rio)

Liberation Day
This documentary/prank/curiosity piece finds infamous Sloven-
ian avant-garde industrial band Laibach heading to North
Korea, where the band’s quasi-fascist imagery and theatrical
militarism would seem to fit in just fine. But is this all just a
Dadaist joke? Is the band serious? Is some bureaucrat in North
Korea just going to have them executed? Despite the film’s
semi-satirical love for weirdness and manufactured culture
clash, there’s something fascinating in the constantly collapsing

mix of politics and music. 100 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Tues-
day 10/24 at Guild Cinema)

Lucky
The late, great Harry Dean Stanton turns in his final screen ap-
pearance alongside David Lynch, Tom Skerritt, Ed Begley Jr. and
Ron Livingston in this miniscule dramedy from actor-turned-di-
rector John Carroll Lynch (“The Drew Carey Show,” “American
Horror Story”). Stanton plays a 90-year-old atheist who em-
barks on a spiritual journey in an off-the-grid desert town in the
twilight of his years. 88 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 10/20
at High Ridge)

Mark Felt: The Man Who Brought Down the
White House
Liam Neeson stars as Deputy Associate Director of the FBI Mark
Felt, who under the name “Deep Throat” helped journalists Bob
Woodward and Carl Bernstein expose the Watergate Scandal in
1974. Neeson is well-cast, and the story seems quite timely,
but the scattershot film feels like a dutiful TV docudrama. All the
President’s Men is waaaay better. 102 minutes. PG-13. (Opens
Friday 10/20 at Century 14 Downtown, Cottonwood Stadium
16, High Ridge)

Only the Brave
Reviewed this issue. 133 minutes. PG-13. (Opens Thursday
10/19 at Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse,
Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cot-
tonwood Stadium 16)

Rifftrax: Night of the Living Dead
Michael J. Nelson, Kevin Murphy and Bill Corbett return to make
jokes about the late, great George Romero’s seminal zombie
flick Night of the Living Dead. 120 minutes. PG-13. (Opens
Wednesday 10/25 at Century Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Same Kind of Different as Me
Faith-based movie company Pure Flix Entertainment rushes out
its third flick in less than a month (after A Question of Faith and
The Stray). At least they’ve saved enough money to hire some
credible actors (including Renée Zellweger, Jon Voight and Dji-
mon Hounsou). Here, they translate the best-selling, based-on-
a-true-story Christian novel of the same name about a rich art
dealer who befriends a homeless man at the behest of his wife,
who’s dying of cancer. They start a ministry together. 119 min-
utes. PG-13. (Opens Thursday 10/19 at Century 14 Downtown,
Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

The Seventh Seal
Ingmar Bergman’s 1957 masterpiece features Max Von Sydow
as a medieval knight who challenges Death himself to a game
of chess. Double-featured with Harold and Maude as part of the
Before I Die ABQ Fest. 96 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Saturday
10/21 at Guild Cinema)

The Snowman
Jo Nesbø’s Nordic noir novel comes to muddy, muddled life with
Michael Fassbender as a detective investigating the disappear-
ance of a woman whose pink scarf is found wrapped around an
ominous-looking snowman. It’s not long, of course, before an
unknown psycho killer is taunting the police with twisty clues
and mysterious messages. You know the routine by now. 119
minutes. R. (Opens Thursday 10/19 at Century Rio, Flix Brew-
house, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cin-
ema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

TELOS: The Fantastic World of Eugene Tssui
The American Institute of Architects Albuquerque presents this
free documentary screening. TELOS chronicles the unorthodox
life and revolutionary work of futuristic architect Eugene Tssui,
whose maverick work was on the forefront of environmental end
eco-friendly design. Seating is limited, and tickets can be
picked up at the Guild box office starting at 5pm. 60 minutes.
Unrated. (Opens Thursday 10/26 at Guild Cinema)

Tokyo Idols
The colorful, bizarre and occasionally creepy world of aspiring
female Japanese pop singers is explored in this eye-opening
musical documentary. The weird, uniquely Japanese twist here is
that these singing, dancing teens aren’t idolized by young peo-
ple—but by middle-aged men who have given up all chance at
relationships with flesh-and-blood humans to pursue their fan-
tasy girlfriends with slavish devotion. The film follows the rise of
one up-and-coming teen with a small-but-devoted following. In
Japanese with English subtitles. 88 minutes. Unrated. (Opens
Tuesday 10/25 at Guild Cinema)

Tyler Perry’s Boo 2! A Madea Halloween
Tyler Perry straps on a dress again to play the scrappy granny
Madea, who travels to a campground with some gal-pals where
they are forced to fend off the advances of various monsters,
goblins and boogeymen. 101 minutes. PG-13. (Opens Thursday
10/19 at Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Icon Cinemas Al-
buquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium
16)

Zoology
A lonely, middle-aged zoo worker (Natalya Pavlenkova) still lives
with her domineering mother in a small coastal town. She

her killer, she might be able to stop it from happening over and
over again. 96 minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Century
Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albu-
querque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium
16)

It
Half of Steven King’s horror classic (the young kid parts) gets
adapted in this feature film reboot. Bill Skarsgard (“Hemlock
Grove”) takes over from Tim Curry as the demonic clown luring
kids into the sewers of a small New England town. Argentine
filmmaker Andy Muschietti (Mama) directs with skill and some
old-fashioned scares. If this one does well—unlike The Dark
Tower—we’ll get the second half. 135 minutes. R. (AMC Albu-
querque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cen-
tury 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque,
Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Kingsman: The Golden Circle
Matthew Vaughn’s 2014 superspy spoof (based on the comic
book by Mark Millar and Dave Gibbons) proved itself one of the
most gonzo-crazy action movies in modern history right about
the time Colin Firth brutally slaughtered an entire church full of
mind-controlled Jesus-worshippers. This sequel continues the
full-tilt bonkers tone with young spy boy Eggsy (Taron Egerton)
heading to America after his secret crime-fighting agency is de-
stroyed. There, he teams up with cowboy spy Channing Tatum to
defeat an evil Martha Stewart-esque villain (Julianne Moore)
who’s holding the world hostage. Pack plenty of Red Bull for this
ADD epic. 141 minutes. R. (Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, Flix Brewhouse)

The LEGO Ninjago Movie
With Guardians of the Galaxy, Marvel/Disney proved it could
make a wildly entertaining crowdpleaser out of their most ob-
scure properties. With this animated follow-up to The LEGO Bat-
man Movie, LEGO/Warner Bros. does exactly the same thing.
This toy-based feature is much funnier and more inventive than
you’re thinking. Dave Franco voices Lloyd, a haplessly unpopular
high schooler—mostly because his absentee father is Lord Gar-
madon (Justin Theroux, obviously having a ball), a monstrous
warlord who spends every single day trying to conquer and/or
destroy peaceful Ninjago City. Luckily, Lloyd is a member of a
“Power Rangers”-esque team of superpowered teens who de-
fend the city with their giant robots. But can Lloyd find the
strength to defeat his own dad? 101 minutes. PG. (Century Rio,
Century 14 Downtown, AMC Albuquerque 12, Rio Rancho Pre-
miere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Marshall
Chadwick Boseman (42, Get On Up, Captain America: Civil War)
stars in this biopic about Thurgood Marshall, the first African-
American Supreme Court Justice. Traveling back to 1941, this
one recounts young Thurgood’s work on Connecticut v. Joseph
Spell—a case in which a black chauffeur was accused of the
rape and attempted murder of his employer’s wife. Reginald
Hudlin (House Party, Boomerang, The Ladies Man) directs. Josh
Gad, Kate Hudson, Dan Stevens and James Cromwell round out
the cast. 118 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio)

Mersal
A magician returns home to India and finds his long-lost brother
who is a doctor. Together they seek revenge for the death of their
parents. While singing and dancing. Like you do. Star Vijay
(Thuppakki, Jilla, Theri) plays not one, not two, but three roles. In
Tamil with English subtitles. 167 minutes. Unrated. (Century 14
Downtown)

The Mountain Between Us
Idris Elba and Kate Winslet star as mismatched strangers who
survive a plane crash and must form a connection to survive an
extreme trek over a remote, snow-covered mountain. This main-
stream romantic adventure comes to us from Israel-born direc-
tor Hany Abu-Assad, who previously gave us such foreign hits as
Paradise Now, Omar and The Idol. Based on the best-selling
novel by Charles Martin. 103 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Century 14 Downtown, Cottonwood Stadium
16)

My Little Pony: The Movie
A lot of rainbow-loving 7-year-olds and a handful of adult
“Bronies” are very excited right now. The cult TV show (itself a re-
make of the popular ’80s toy/cartoon series) comes to the big
screen. Seems that dark forces are threatening Ponyville (when
are they not?) and it’s up to the “Mane Six” (fans know, non-
fans don’t care) to embark on an unforgettable journey beyond
Equestria where they learn that “friendship is magic.” ... Which is
pretty much what they learn every episode. 99 minutes. PG.
(Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque,
Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

A Nightmare on Elm Street (1984)
Wes Craven’s sleep-creeping original remains a Halloween clas-
sic—despite years of lesser sequels and the subsequent pop
culture popularity of its main boogeyman. It’s original, visually
arresting and quite scary. And, yes, that’s Johnny Depp dying in
a fountain of blood there. 91 minutes. R. (Century 14 Down-
town, Century Rio, Flix Brewhouse)
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Theater Contact Info:

CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN

100 Central SW • 1 (800) 326-3264 ext. 943#

CENTURY RIO

I-25 & Jefferson • 1 (800) 326-3264

COTTONWOOD STADIUM 16

Cottonwood Mall • 897-6858

FLIX BREWHOUSE

3236 La Orilla NW • 445-8500

GUILD CINEMA

3405 Central NE • 255-1848

HIGH RIDGE

12910 Indian School NE • 275-0038

ICON CINEMAS ALBUQUERQUE

13120-A Central Ave. SE • 814-7469

MOVIES 8

4591 San Mateo NE • 1 (800) Fandango, express # 1194

MOVIES WEST

9201 Coors NW • 1 (800) Fandango, express # 1247

RIO RANCHO PREMIERE CINEMA

1000 Premiere Parkway • 994-3300

SUB THEATER

UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-5608

UNM MIDWEEK MOVIES

UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-4706

WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX

2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • 881-2220

Professor Marston and The Wonder Women
Coming close on the heels (so to speak) of the highly success-
ful Wonder Woman movie is this intimate biopic about the
comic book icon’s controversial creator. With the creation of
Wonder Woman, psychologist William Moulton Marston was try-
ing to to spin a modern fairy tale about the inherent moral and
physical superiority of females. Also, he was really into
bondage. Plus, he had a seemingly quite healthy polyamorous
relationship with his wife and his mistress (played here by Re-
becca Hall and Bella Heathcote). 108 minutes. R. (Century
Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Cottonwood Stadium 16, High
Ridge)

A Question of Faith
Now that all those expensive summer blockbusters are out of
the way, we can really get stuck in with some serious Christian
films. Here, Richard T. Jones (“Judging Amy”), Kim Fields (“The
Facts of Life”), Renée O’Connor (“Xena: Warrior Princess”) and
C. Thomas Howell (every direct-to-video drama in the ’90s and
early 2000s) star in a drama about three families stuck down
by an automotive tragedy and the destiny that “forces them on
a converging path to discover God’s love, grace and mercy.”
Spoiler alert: They discover it. 104 minutes. PG. (Century Rio)

The Stray
In this budget-conscious family adventure, an overworked
young father takes his 9-year-old son, the family dog and two
of his son’s friends backpacking in the mountains of Colorado.
Everybody gets struck by lightning. The dog saves the day. This
harmless, though not particularly good, allegory comes to us
from Pure Flix Entertainment—makers of such good, Christian
movies as The Case for Christ, God’s Not Dead, A Question of
Faith and Hilary’s America: The Secret History of the Demo-
cratic Party. I guess the dog is supposed to be Jesus. 92 min-
utes. PG. (Century Rio)

Victoria & Abdul
Dame Judi Dench headlines this historical biopic for director
Stephen Frears (The Queen, High Fidelity, Dangerous Liaisons,
The Grifters, My Beautiful Laundrette). In the autumn of her
years, Queen Victoria strikes up an unlikely friendship with a
young Indian clerk named Abdul Karim (Ali Fazal from Furious
7). This unimposing bit of Anglophilia functions, more or less,
as a sequel to John Madden’s Mrs. Brown—in which Dench
played a slightly younger Queen Victoria. 112 minutes. PG-13.
(Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown, High Ridge, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema)

Wind River
Taylor Sheridan (screenwriter of Sicario and Hell or High Water)
tries his hand at directing with this rough-and-tough mystery
thriller set on an isolated Native American reservation in
Wyoming. Following the rape and murder of a local girl, an FBI
agent (Elizabeth Olsen) teams up with a game tracker (Jeremy
Renner) to hunt down the killer or killers. 107 minutes. R. (High
Ridge)

SECOND RUN

Annabelle: Creation
The ugly, haunted doll from Annabelle and The Conjuring gets
another spinoff movie. This one reveals the doll’s secret origin
story—which you’ve all, no doubt, been clamoring for. 109 min-
utes. R. (Movies 8)

The Beguiled
Sofia Coppola (The Virgin Suicides) reinterpretsit Clint East-
wodo’s lurid 1971 psychosexual thriller about a wounded Civil
War soldier (Colin Farrell) stuck at a secluded school for girls.
93 minutes. R. (SUB Theater)

Cars 3
This time around Lightning McQueen (Owen Wilson) is the old-
timer, trying to prove, one last time, that he can compete
against a new generation of high-tech race cars (who talk, of
course). Reviewed in v26 i25. 109 minutes. G. (Movies 8)

The Dark Tower
In this chaotic adaptation of Stephen King’s fantasy series,
Idris Elba plays a supernatural gunslinger locked in eternal bat-
tle with the Man in Black (Matthew McConaughey), trying to
stop him from destroying the Dark Tower, a mystical object that
holds all universes together. Or something like that. Basically
all the books are mashed together in an attempt to tell one
quick story. 95 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8)

The Emoji Movie
Hey, what if the emojis on your phone were, like, real and lived
in a city called, I don’t know, Textopolis or something? I mean,
can you imagine the sort of crazy conversations that the “egg-
plant” emoji would have with the “thumbs up” emoji? LOL! ... I
blame millennials for this crap. 86 minutes. PG. (Movies 8)

Friend Request
It’s cheap teenage horror movie time as a bunch of college stu-
dents find themselves picked off, one by one, by a demonic
presence after accepting a mysterious “friend request” online.
92 minutes. R. (Movies 8)

Girls Trip
A collection of lifelong gal-pals (Regina Hall, Queen Latifah,
Jada Pinkett Smith, Tiffany Haddish) heads to New Orleans and
the annual Essence Festival for one last, raunchy road trip full
of dancing, drinking, brawling and full-frontal nudity. 122 min-
utes. R. (UNM Midweek Movies)

The Hitman’s Bodyguard
Samuel L. Jackson is a hitman about to testify against a crimi-
nal kingpin (Gary Oldman) at the International Court of Justice.
Ryan Reynolds is the bodyguard hired to get him there, Mid-
night Run-style. 118 minutes. R. (Movies 8)

Kidnap
Halle Berry does the Liam Neeson Taken thing when her
daughter is kidnapped in New Orleans. It’s not what you’d call
original, but it counts as gender parity in Hollywood. 94 min-
utes. R. (Movies 8)

Logan Lucky
Channing Tatum stars as a dim-witted Southerner with lingering
alimony payments who recruits his one-armed bartender
brother (Adam Driver) and a boisterous, bleach-blond demoli-
tion man (Daniel Craig, having some fun now) to rob a
NASCAR track in North Carolina. 119 minutes. PG-13. (Movies
8)

mother!
Darren Aronofsky (Black Swan, The Fountain) goes full-on alle-
gory-crazy with this heady psychological thriller. Javier Bardem
is a touchy poet, crippled by writer’s block. Jennifer Lawrence is
his long-suffering wife/muse, stuck in an isolated country cot-
tage while hubby fumes. Out of the blue some strangers show
up, and they don’t stop coming. 121 minutes. R. (Movies 8)

Spider-Man: Homecoming
Tom Holland (In the Heart of the Sea, The Lost City of Z) stars
as high school genius/newbie superhero Peter Parker/Spider-
Man, caught in a war between high-tech heavyweights Tony
Stark (Robert Downey Jr.) and Adrian Toomes (Michael
Keaton). 133 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8)

War for the Planet of the Apes
Ape commander Caesar (the great, CGI-covered Andy Serkis)
wrestles with his own darker instincts while battling the dwin-
dling forces of mankind (as embodied by Woody Harrelson’s
blood-crazed Colonel) for the future of planet Earth. 140 min-
utes. PG-13. (Movies 8)
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MANUEL VALERA TRIO
Grammy nominated jazz 
pianist

JAYME STONE’S 
FOLKLIFE
Award winning banjo 
player bridging folk, jazz 
and world music

HUDSON: JACK DEJOHNETTE, 
LARRY GRENADIER, JOHN
MEDESKI, JOHN SCOFIELD

Jazz super group

at the Kimo Theater

THUR

OCT

19

FRI

OCT

20

THUR

OCT

26

7:30PM

7:30PM

7:30PM$5
SUN
OCT 22
7PM

MON
OCT 23
8PM

FREE
THU
OCT 19
8PM

FREE

FRI
OCT 20
8PM

$10

$5

SCREAMING FEMALES
W/ STREET EATERS & CAT TEETH

SAT
OCT 21
8PMv

SPACEFACE
BOAR WORSHIP

W/ LILITH

YAWNING MAN
WE ARE THE ASTEROID

BLACK MARIA

HEATHER TROST
MIRROR TRAVEL

VASILIUS
EUTH GROUP

PM

PM

OCT 21

FREE
BLACK MARIA

EUTH GROUP

W/ STREET EATERS & CAT TEETH
$10

$5
VASILIUS

MIRROR TRAVEL
HEATHER TROST

WE ARE THE ASTEROID
YAWNING MAN

SAT SCREAMING 

8
OCT 20
FRI

8
OCT 19
THU

BLACK MARIA

 GROUP

W/ STREET EATERS & CAT TEETH

ASILIUS
MIRROR TRAVEL

R TROST

WE ARE THE ASTEROID
YAWNING MAN

SCREAMING FEMALES
PMv

PM

W/ STREET EATERS & CAT TEETH

SPACEFACE
FREE

$5

PM8
OCT 23
MON

7
OCT 22
SUN

W/ LILITH
R WO

8
OCT 21 W/ STREET EATERS & CAT TEETH

SPACEFACE

W/ LILITH
BOAR WORSHIP

Wednesday OCT 18 8:00pm Doors

Friday OCT 20 8:00pm Doors

Sunday OCT 22 8:00pm Doors

Thursday OCT 26 8:00pm Doors

Thursday OCT 19 8:00pm Doors

Saturday OCT 21 8:00pm Doors

Wednesday OCT 25 8:00pm Doors

WEDNESDAY 13
EYES SET TO KILL  REPULSUR

THURSDAY NIGHT GIRL FIGHT
NITE KIDZ WEED RAT  LITTER BRAIN

NIGHT OF THE LIVING COVER BANDS!!
BLINDDRYVE AS RAGE AGAINST THE MACHINE

NITEKIDZ AS THE RUNAWAYS  ANESTHESIA AS STATIC-X
 SILVER STRING BAND AS TALKING HEADS  EUGENE AS THE BAND 

 STEM IVORY AS FOO FIGHTERS  MERICAN SLANG AS RED 
HOT CHILE PEPPERS  BELLEMAH AS JOURNEY

NIGHT OF THE LIVING COVER BANDS!!
FEATURING DJ WAE FONKEY  SUPERGIANT AS LED 

ZEPPELIN  BAKED AS JANE'S ADDICTION  THE JD THREE 
AS AC/DC  THE GROUND BENEATH AS BLACK SABBATH  

BURQUE SOL AS SANTANA  NIZHONI GIRLS AS THE WHITE 
STRIPES  SHREWD AS IGGY AND THE STOOGES 

TOM PETTY TRIBUTE SHOW
Monday OCT 23 8:00pm Doors

WITT LOWRY
RO RANSOM

REVEREND PEYTON’S BIG DAMN BAND
MOONSHINE BLIND

BLACK MARIA  LAUGHING DOG 
SOMNILOQUIST  LOSING IT

Friday OCT 27 8:00pm Doors

CASH’D OUT - A TRIBUTE TO JOHNNY CASH

COWBOYS & INDIAN
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A Perfect Circle of 
Acquaintances and Friends

Billy Howerdel converses with August March

BY AUGUST MARCH

P
roperly defined, a circle is a nearly perfect
geometric object. Each point on the boundary
of this closed plane is equidistant from the

center; a circle radiates from a central point
outward, bounded by an infinite number of points
that describe its size and location to observers.

A perfect circle, more than a mathematical
ideal, is the result of radiance, cohesion and unity.
A Perfect Circle is also the name of the heady,
headstrong and heartfelt musical project designed
by Billy Howerdel and Maynard James Keenan to
provide a reference to the substantive musical and
lyrical output available to listeners who may be
concerned with the otherwise empty or vapid
world that lies outside of poetic perfection.

If that sounds complicated, take heart.
Howerdel, the founder and guitarist of A Perfect
Circle, is more than happy to explain the
methodology behind such endeavors. The dude did
just that in a recent telephonic conversation held
with Weekly Alibi. So, grab a compass and follow
along as two rocanrol conversationalists discuss the
circular implications inherent in the band’s
complex but earnest approach to music-making
and cultural progress.

Weekly Alibi: Hey Billy, what an honor to finally
get to talk to you!
Billy Howderel: Hey man, nice to talk to you, too!

I know you all are working on new music, ahead
of an early 2018 album release, the first since
2004. Tell me about that new, as of yet,
unnamed LP.
I’ve always written all the music, Maynard’s written
all the words. That’s kinda been the formula we’ve
always used. The difference with this album is that
we hired a producer to help me do some of the
heavy lifting that typically, I always take care of,
producing, budgeting, recording. It’s been really
nice to be able to sit back and be a musician, to try
and see the 20,000 foot view of a song, instead of
being buried deep within it.

How is that process affecting work on the new
recording?
It’s great to be able to sit back and have someone at
the helm driving the computer. It frees me up to
ask for things I’d like to see happen. There’s an ego
thing in play at the beginning that says, ‘Yeah I
wanna do everything myself.’ Sometimes it’s faster
to do it yourself and having someone else’s opinion
sort of derails that something you have in mind ...
and you feel you can’t get there quick enough. But
it eventually will come to be, anyway. You’ll get
there because, ultimately, it’s cool letting someone
else have some input and letting go. Then it
becomes a collaborative process. Our producer,
Dave Sardy is very strong-headed; he has strong
opinions. It’s great to work with someone who has

made a lot of records, who has seen a lot of records
being made. There’s a meeting of the minds there.
It’s all interesting and exhausting, a wonderful
endeavor.

What’s your motive for that kind of process?
Maynard probably has a better answer about
motives. But my motive revolves around the fact
that I’m always working. I’m constantly creating.
What pile those creations go into is the real
question. Is it going into A Perfect Circle’s pile, is
it a potential film score or is it solo project
material? I’ve been writing for a long time. There’s
a lot of things I’ve been working on, demoing,
trying to get a sense of what a record would be with
certain songs attached to it. At this point, I’ve
pretty much shown Maynard what I have in mind.
I try and be strategic. When he’s chewing on
things, on a roll, I feed him [music] as needed.
Maynard seems to be more engaged, more prolific
than ever. I’ve never really gotten goose bumps
from hearing his vocals for the first time—it takes
sharpening, it takes mixing, getting that nuance
together. But the emotion that’s there from him
this time, the approach, it is incredible.

So is Maynard an interpreter of your creative
force? To what extent does he shape your output
as a composer?
I’d call it a musical conversation. And you never
know where that’s going to go. He summarized it
on our spring tour: ‘Our job as artists is to
experience, interpret and report back to our
audience about how we’re feeling about a set of
given topics or situations.’ In a sense, you receive
this piece of music and use it to begin a
conversation. How one responds is truly what
collaboration is. I might have something emotional
attached to a song, but I try not to name that; I try
not to tell him about meaning directly. It’s all for
him to interpret.

How does the rest of your ensemble fit into that
collaborative model?
Typically, he and I will finish out the record, then
we figure out how to bring life to the product on
the road, in performance with the others. It has to
be reinterpreted, replayed. It’s another piece of the
puzzle. At that point, you really start fine-tuning
and honing the songs. We just finished a spring
tour, we introduced two new songs. Back in the
studio, we’re making changes to those songs based
on performing them [with the whole group]. There
are different things that sound compelling on
record versus live performance.

It sounds like a fairly immersive process, music is
a constant force in your life, ¿que no?
I’m never bored, put it that way. I’ve got this
mistress of music always waiting [for me]. I’m always
wanting to get back to that. Music has kept up my
interest from the day I first picked up a guitar.

Your story seems like like an amazing set of
circumstances. You cut your teeth as a
formidable engineer and technician. At the time
you were immersed in that world, as a world-
class sound man, did you see this outcome, I
mean developing into one of rocanrol’s most
influential players?
I feel very fortunate that things fell into line the
way they did. But that’s hindsight ... At some
point you align yourself with talented people and
either they or their peers, friends or acquaintances,
will come into your life. That’s sort of what
happened with APC ... that’s kind of the organic
way bands happen. With knowing Maynard, we
were friends first, we can tolerate each other.
Because you know the truth: touring means you’re
living in a submarine, it’s tight, literally and
metaphorically.

Did the name of the band come from a realization
of those circumstances you just described?
It came from one of the first two songs we
collaborated on. It’s a line from the song “Orestes.”
Paz Lenchantin [the band’s first bassist, now with
the Pixies] and I were just laying on the ground,
staring at the ceiling, trying to think of band
names. She said ‘a perfect circle’ as we were
listening to the song [Orestes]. Everything else we
thought of, we hated. I started thinking about what
the phrase means, what that lyric means ... there’s a
feminine, a vaginal reference there, I think. The
band definitely has a feminine approach, which
can be differentiated from where Maynard was
with Tool. The message of this band ... there’s a lot
of vulnerability, there’s a lot of emotion.

Do young people get that deeper substance that
your sound and visual presentation suggest?
I don’t even know if that’s something we consider,
as a band. We’re doing what we do and it’s up to
other people to interpret that. I feel like this
record is ... I don’t want to sound trite, but I am
more proud of this than anything we’ve done. The
hardest part is waiting so long for the release date.
I was trying to explain all of this, the substance, to
my son. He listens to what most teenagers listen
to. So, for him, this is a very foreign sound: the
heaviness, the message. It’s the antithesis of the
vapid culture of today. My hope for all of this, for
someone in my own family, is to have our
explanation understood. I understand why you
like what you do. It’s saccharine, it’s sweet and
you’ll be sick of it quickly. But you know there’s a
different flavor coming soon. That’s the model
we’re speaking to. It’s like, I’ve got these
merchants out in the world selling me the new
MSG. It tastes great but how much does it stay
with you? I tell my son, ‘I’d be surprised if you like
the music you’re listening to now in 15 years.’ Our
position is to make music that sticks with you your
entire life. That’s really a perfect circle. a

A Perfect Circle in Concert with The Beta Machine

Tuesday, Oct. 25, 2017

Tingley Coliseum, 300 San Pedro Dr. SE

Tickets available at livenation.com

Billy Howerdel JENNY JIMENEZ



SUN
11.19

TUE
11.7

THU
11.2

FRI
11.24

TUE
10.24

Silent Planet  Veil of Maya  Thousand Below

East Forest

SAT
11.4

En Esch  Wiccid

Towkio
Aminé

Trevor Hall

THU
11.9

Harms Way  Noisem  Lody Kong

SNOW THA PRODUCT
TUE

11.14

THU
11.16

Fortunate Youth  Katastro

Ghoul  He Is Legend  U.S. Bastards

FRI
12.1

TUE
11.26

SAT
12.2

While She Sleeps  Fit For An Autopsy
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THURSDAY OCT 19
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOMAustin Van • country •
6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Fabulous MartiniTones • surf, lounge •
6pm • FREE

DIRTY BOURBON Riders Ford • variety • 9pm • $5 • 21+

DRAFTY KILT BREWING COMPANY Rudy Boy • blues, rock • 7pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Ladies Night •
Black Pearl • Spanish, dance, oldies • 8pm • FREE • 21+

HISTORIC EL REY THEATER Crystal Castles • electropunk, synth
pop, witch house • 7pm • $22-$35 • ALL-AGES! • See Event
Horizon

LAUNCHPAD Thursday Night Girl Fight • Nite Kidz • punk, metal •
Weed Rat • Litter Brain • punk • 9pm • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY Pherkad • funk, garage rock • 7pm • FREE •
21+

M’TUCCI’S ITALIAN RESTAURANT Alex Maryol • blues, acoustic •
7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Cali Shaw Band • indie, folk,
Americana • 5:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SANDIAGO’S GRILL AT THE TRAM Dos Gatos • blues, Americana,
swing • 7pm • ALL-AGES!

SISTER Yawning Man • desert rock, ambient, instrumental • Alex
Perez & The Rising Tide • WE Are the Asteroid • 9pm • 21+

ST. CLAIR WINERY & BISTRO SWAG • jazz, blues, Motown • 6pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Instruments of Change ALS
Fundraiser • Lani Nash • country • 7pm • FREE • 21+

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Stanlie Kee & Step In • blues, funk,
jazz • 8:30pm • FREE • 21+

FRIDAY OCT 20
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Entangled Dreams •
variety • 5:30pm • Richard Martin • variety • 8:30pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

BOESE BROTHERS BREWERY Spankey Lee • folk, jazz, pop, blues,
mellow rock • 9pm • FREE • 21+

THE COUNTY LINE BBQ Los Radiators • acoustic folk, rock, blues •
6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIALOGUE BREWING Rebecca Arscott • variety • 7pm • FREE •
21+

DIRTY BOURBON Riders Ford • variety • 9pm • $5 • 21+

DRAFTY KILT BREWING COMPANY Cody Broyles • variety • 5pm •
Secret 7 • rock, blues • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DRAGON HORN TAVERN Odd Dog • classic rock • 8:30pm • FREE •
21+

HOTEL ANDALUZ Kari Simmons • pop, soul, rock • The Groove
Line • R&B • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

MARBLE BREWERYWagogo • folk, Latin, jazz, World • 8pm • FREE •
21+

MARBLE BREWERY WESTSIDE TAP ROOM Cynical Bird • rock,
blues, jazz • 8pm • FREE • 21+

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Seth Hoffman • folk, acoustic •
8pm • FREE

SISTER Heather Trost • folk • Mirror Travel • Vasillus • industrial
soul • Euth Group • 9pm • $5 • 21+ • See Show Up!

ST. CLAIR WINERY & BISTRO Shane Wallen • contemporary,
variety • 6pm

YANNI’S AND LEMONI BAR AND GRILL Jazz Brasileiro • bossa
nova • 3pm • FREE • 21+

SATURDAY OCT 21
5 STAR BURGERS Keith Sanchez • rock, blues, singer-songwriter •
1pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

B2B2 TAPROOM The Roger Lewis All Stars • jazz • 7pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

Calendar | MuSIC

MUSIC

CALENDAR
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Frank and Greg •
variety • 5:30pm • Travis Parker • variety • 8:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

THE COOPERAGE Calle 66 • salsa • 9:30pm • $7 • 21+

DESERT VALLEY BREWING Leah Leyva • classic rock, blues, singer-
songwriter • 8pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Riders Ford • variety • 9pm • $5 • 21+

DRAFTY KILT BREWING COMPANY Cody Broyles • variety • 7pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

KAKTUS BREWING COMPANY Quartet505 • jazz • 7pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

MARBLE BREWERY Tenth annual Hops and Harvest Fundraiser •
Los Radiators • acoustic folk, rock, blues • Sol De La Noche • Latin,
world, jazz, fusion • Pink Freud • jazz, trance, nu-jazz, psychedelic •
2pm

MARBLE BREWERY HEIGHTS TAP ROOM Clark Libbey • country,
Americana, pop • 7pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY WESTSIDE TAP ROOM Eryn Bent • country,
folk, Americana, singer-songwriter • 8pm • FREE • 21+

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras The Bad Katz Trio • blues, gospel, rock •
1:30pm • Paradox • classic rock • 6pm • FREE • 21+

THE RANGE CAFÉ, Bernalillo Todd Tijerina • blues, roots, rock •
John Harris Duo • funk • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SISTER Screaming Females • punk, indie, alt.rock • Street Eaters •
Cat Teeth • 9pm • $10 • 21+

ST. CLAIR WINERY & BISTRO MoonHat • funk, soul, jazz • 6pm

TRACTOR BREWING FOUR HILLS Cali Shaw Band • indie, folk,
Americana • 7pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING TAPROOM Eryn Bent • country, folk,
Americana, singer-songwriter • 5pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Burqueño Bingo • Lynette La
Burqueña • 5pm • Silver String Band • Americana, bluegrass, folk •
8pm • FREE • 21+

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Blues Guild of Albuquerque • blues,
swing • 8:30pm • FREE • 21+

SUNDAY OCT 22
CANTEEN BREWHOUSE The Palm in the Cypress • Americana,
folk • 4pm • FREE

HISTORIC EL REY THEATER The English Beat • ska • 7pm • $22 •
21+ • See Event Horizon

MARBLE BREWERY Picoso • Latin, salsa, jazz, flamenco • 3pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Armijo Family Scholarship
Fund Concert • Soul Divine • Hillary Smith • soul, R&B • Grupo
Herencia • 1pm • $20 • ALL-AGES!

SISTER Spaceface • Sun Dog • psych rock • Prism Bitch • punk •
8pm • $5 • 21+

MONDAY OCT 23
LAUNCHPADWitt Lowry • hip-hop • Ro Ransom • rap • 8pm

SISTER Boar Worship • doom metal • Lilith • shoegaze, sludge •
7pm • 21+

TUESDAY OCT 24
RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Rotary Club • Pints for Polio •
6pm • $10

SUNSHINE THEATER The Devil Wears Prada • metalcore • Silent
Planet • post-hardcore • Veil of Maya • Thousand Below • 7pm •
13+

WEDNESDAY OCT 25
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Chris Ravin • rock
’n’ roll • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD The Reverend Peyton’s Big Damn Band • Moonshine
Blind • rock, country • 9pm

MARBLE BREWERY Frederick the Younger • indie rock • Lorelei •
pop • 6pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY WESTSIDE TAP ROOM Marble Westside Tap
Room Five Year Anniversary Party • Vintage Brew • rock, blues,
country • 6pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING TAPROOM Todd Tijerina • blues, roots, rock • •
8:30pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Rob Nance and the Lost Souls •
gothic, folk, Americana • 3pm • FREE • 21+

SHOW UP!
BYAUGUST MARCH

Flying Saucer Over Burque
Rock out Friday and Saturday!

BY AUGUST MARCH

There’s a great big ol’ eyeball/ rolling off the
white-washed fence/ Under shooting stars,
falling/ falling under purple crumpets/ There’s a
rock with a big tongue/ licking me on my earlobe/
floating in the midnight sun/ up in the purple
arctic circle/ Mongolia!/ I long for you/ Mongolia!/
In my flying saucer/ I am searching for you.—
“Flying Saucer Over Mongolia,” by Dogbowl from
the album Cyclops Nuclear Submarine Captain.

Dogbowl is the nom de plume of surrealist
rocker/novelist Stephen Tunney, who also worked
on King Missle. The song itself represents a type
of rollicking psychedelic pop popular in the early
1990s. It also reminds me of why I like rocanrol
music so much; the whimsy, the seraphic joy and
elusively beautiful melodies created by Tunney
and his clarinetist are labors of love, much like
este columna. My attachment to live, local music
is also reflective of an on-going search for the
comfort and wonder that can only assuaged by
new and weekly aural discoveries. So, here is the
fuel I found this week, here is what powered by
personal flying saucer over the Duke City as I
rejoiced and rocked out. Join me if you dare; the
ship is boarding as I write.

Friday
Townie Productions, led by psych-master Colin
Roxford—who also happens to play a lean and
mean guitar for shiny stalwarts Sun Dog—is well
known for subverting the local musical paradigm
by supporting and presenting some of the most
damnably challenging and listenable tuneage in
this little burg by the big river. On Friday, Oct. 20,
get a load of what I mean at Sister (407 Central
NW) when the organization in question presents
a showcase of some of our state’s hellaciously
heroic musical acts. The bill features a perform-
ance by visionary multi-instrumentalist Heather
Trost, whose artistic associations with partner
Jeremy Barnes, Stereolab founder Laetitia Sadier
and dreamy do-gooders Deerhoof have yielded
some of the most potently poetic music to come
out of these parts in ages. Additionally, sets by
sludgy, dream-time Taos trio MIRROR TRAVEL,
queer obsidian soul-seeker Vasillus and percus-
sive performance experimentalists Euth Group
guarantee this will be the show of the month.
Look, it’s only five bones to get in; you just won’t
be the same afterwards as you head home filled
up with serious sonic substance handmade in
Nuevo Mexico. $5 • 21+ • 8pm

Friday Part II/Saturday
There’s two variations to this year’s annual Night
of the Living Cover Bands at Launchpad (618
Central NW). The Friday night, Oct. 20 iteration
has local luminaries like Nitekidz portraying The
Runaways, Anesthesia performing as Static-X,
the Silver String Band doing their thing as Talking
Heads, Merican Slang as the Red Hot Chile
Peppers and Bellamah as Journey. But wait, it
gets amazeballs on Saturday, Oct. 21 when
SuperGiant dons their golden god costumes in
order to be just like Led Zeppelin while The
Ground Beneath apes Black Sabbath, SHREWD
becomes Iggy and the Stooges, Burque Sol
inhabits the soul of Santana and—get this—
Nizhoni Girls do The White Fucking Stripes! In the
words of SCTV’s Count Floyd, “that sounds pretty
scary, eh kids?!” Well then, have fun, get fright-
ened by verisimilitude and rock the hell out for
only $5 in advance and $8 at the door each night.
The crypt opens at 8pm for creepy concert-goers
over the abysmal age of 21.
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Medical Cannabis Services

New Patients
License Renewals
PTSD Evaluations

505-990-3978
Visit GreenviewNM.org for more information

3801 Atrisco Drive NW, Suite B, ABQ, NM, 87120

BAkED GOODs | CAnnABis nEWs By jOshuA lEE

Growing Market

N
o sooner had my last review gone to print

when I came across the New Mexico

Health Department’s announcement that

in September, the number of active patients

enrolled in the state’s program had risen to an

absolutely insane 48,861. According to the

numbers, the majority of N.M. patients suffer

from Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (19,658

patients), followed by those suffering from

severe chronic pain (13,652 patients). The

highest concentration of patients is in

Bernalillo County (14,405 patients),

followed by Santa Fe County (4,560

patients).
I met a reader last week who says

he’s thinking about getting a card and
asked my advice. I might have come
off a little too strong, to be honest,
but I think everyone who can get a
prescription should. If you’re reading
this, your application better be on
its way to the capitol already. I
fully expect to see that number rise
to 48,862 (or thereabouts).

Retailers Taking On
CBD Ban
Near the end of September, without fanfare

or a fuss, Target.com started selling a few
bottles of CBD oil on their website. The
company was offering four CW Hemp
products, made by a Denver-based parent
company, for sale online as “herbal
supplements.” 
This might not sound very daring or wild—

since cannabidiol (CBD) is non-psychoactive
and actually undermines the psychoactive
effects of THC—but last year, the Drug
Enforcement Agency clarified its stance on
CBD when it reminded everyone that the
cannabinoid was still a part of the cannabis
plant and technically illegal.
See, online sellers and CBD advocates were

confused for years (some still are), and
advertised that CBD oil without any THC and
derived from hemp plants was exempt from the
federal regulations against cannabis because of
the 2014 Farm Bill definition of “industrial
hemp” as cannabis with less than 0.3 percent
THC. The DEA’s public announcement
clarified that this wasn’t the case, and that the
Farm Bill did not override the Controlled
Substance Act. Hemp is cannabis. Cannabis is
illegal. Done and done.
Target’s decision to sell CBD oil seemed like

a slap to the face of the federal government—
proof of a cultural shift we all feel coming.
Internet news sites began humming on the
morning of Sept. 28, as writers scratched their
heads and wondered what angle Target was
taking. 
By the afternoon, the products had been

removed and Target had emailed the same
statement to multiple news sources: “We
started carrying Charlotte’s Web hemp extract
items last week on Target.com. After further
review, we have decided to remove it from our
assortment.” 

It seems likely that Target wasn’t aware of
the legal status of CBD until they started
seeing freaked out CBD advocates talking
about it online, but the full story behind the
move has yet to materialize. Whether the
company committed a felony by offering to sell
the contraband or not is unclear.
But following the odd debacle, a Colorado-

based natural foods chain has announced its
(conscious) decision to carry CBD extracts
nationwide at all of its 25 locations. Lucky’s
Market apothecary director Sindy Wise told
The Cannabist, “We’re not afraid to be
disruptive and pave the path and be
pioneers.” According to Wise, the
company consulted with lawyers for the
US Food and Drug Administration to
make sure labeling and other standards
were being met. 

Congressman to
Congress: Answer to
Opioid Epidemic is

Cannabis
Last week, Oregon’s Congressman

Earl Blumenauer (and Congressional
Cannabis Caucus Co-Chair) testified before
the House Energy & Commerce Subcommittee
on Health. The hearing—called “Member Day:
Testimony and Proposals on the Opioid
Crisis”—was organized to discuss the growing
issues related to opioid addiction in the US.
Blumenauer told them that the simplest
solution to the epidemic was legalizing
cannabis, and referred to a pamphlet entitled,
“Physician Guide to Cannabis-Assisted Opioid
Reduction.” The pamphlet includes a list of
citations and claims that cannabis is helpful in
reducing opioid overdose mortality, reducing
opioid consumption, preventing dose
escalation and interrupting the development of
an opioid tolerance.
You’d probably recognize Blumenauer if you

saw him. His iconic glasses and bow tie make
him stand out in a crowd of politicians.
Blumenauer is a member of the US House of
Representatives, a democrat repping Oregon’s
third congressional district. He’s well known
for his pro-environmental stances. He co-
authored the newest revision of the
Rohrabacher-Farr Amendment—the budgetary
amendment that bars the Department of
Justice from spending any money on
prosecuting medical cannabis patients and
distributors in states where it’s legal. In 2015 he
called for the removal of then-acting director
of the DEA Chuck Rosenburg because the
administrator had called medical cannabis a
“joke.”
At the end of his testimony, Blumenauer

told the subcommittee members that the
“federal government has a stranglehold” on
cannabis research that needs to be lifted. In
that regard, he called on Congress to pass
HR3391, the Medical Marijuana Research Act
of 2017—a bit of bipartisan legislation
sponsored by Blumenauer, Rep. Morgan
Griffith (R-VA) and Rep. Zoe Lofgren (D-
CA). a
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4012 Central Ave SE

505-750-0158 

Can Help Treat

Many Illnesses

Other Hemp

Products Available

No Medical Card 

Needed

CBD
and

More

Responsible Gaming Program

• Free Problem Gambling Treatment

• Educational Presentations

• Behavioral/Mental Health Professionals 
   Conference

Call the Responsible Gaming Coordinator for 
more information:(505) 798-7415

straight dope | advice from the abyss  by cecil adams

What’s so awful about nails on
a chalkboard?

There are certain sounds that drive us

batty. For many people, it's nails on a

chalkboard. For me, it’s the squeaking

sound of styrofoam. What causes this

reaction? 

—Brepark, via the Straight Dope Message

Board

I’ve gotta say, it’s a tribute to the unique

awfulness of the sound made by nails on a

chalkboard that we’re even still talking about it—

when was the last time you saw a chalkboard,

anyway? Back in 2000, dry-erase whiteboards

were reportedly outselling the traditional

blackboard four to one; by now the latter is

practically a relic. Here at the Straight Dope,

though, we’ve stayed on the case for 30 years. I

first discussed this in a 1986 column where I

reported on a study of the “psychoacoustics of a

chilling sound”: chalkboard scraping. The authors

noted that the waveforms of the sound resembled

the alarm cries of macaque monkeys and speculated

that perhaps our aversive reaction is a vestigial

reflex, triggering something in our primate brains

alerting us to danger.

I threw a little cold water on this theory back

then, and I’m pleased to report the science has

caught up with me. In fact, one study from 2003

took the next logical step: polling the monkeys. Not

macaques, though; this research looked at cotton-

top tamarins, a New World species, comparing their

reactions to aversive noises with that of their

closest human relatives, Harvard undergraduates. In

the experiment, both monkeys and undergrads were

exposed to white noise and to a sound “produced by

scraping a three-pronged metal garden tool down a

pane of glass,” described in the paper as a “variant

of the fingernails-on-a-blackboard sound”—actual

blackboards having already grown scarce in

Cambridge, I guess.

Anyways, researchers found that, given the

choice to stay in the same spot or move away, the

undergrads stayed put when exposed to the white

noise but high-tailed it out of there for the scraping.

The monkeys, by contrast, didn’t seem to care either

way. Admitting some drawbacks in the design of the

study—notably the use of tamarins, rather than the

Old World primates we’re more closely related to—

the authors concluded that “although such

preferences may be innate in humans, they likely

have evolved after the divergence point with our

primate cousins.” 

That’s what most of the research on this subject

is aimed at: innateness. Is our aversion to the sound

of nails on a chalkboard—or any number of other

commonly detested noises, like your squeaking

styrofoam—a learned aversion, or is there

something instinctual that causes our discomfort?

One 2008 paper out of England sought to

determine whether age or gender played a role in

how people reacted to a series of “horrible sounds,”

including our acoustic bête noire, the nails-on-

chalkboard sound. (NOC has been the specific focus

of most similar research, though you’ll be pleased to

know that this study’s subjects actually rated the

styrofoam noise as even more unpleasant.) If

aversion is innate, went the reasoning, one might

see links to reproductive success: the females of the

species would have a stronger negative reaction,

given they might be protecting themselves and their

offspring, and older folks might have a higher

tolerance given their lower procreative potential.

The results were suggestive, if only that: Females

found NOC to be “slightly worse” than others did,

while folks in the 15-35 age range found it

“significantly worse” than older or younger people.

Again, intriguing, but clearly to be taken with

several grains of salt: Not only were the numbers far

from conclusive, they were obtained via internet

survey, meaning factors like speaker quality and

playback volume were outside the researchers’

control. For a slightly more rigorous analysis, we

turn to a 2011 study that attempted to physically

quantify reactions to the nails/chalkboard sound.

Two European musicologists hooked subjects up to

a battery of devices, measuring heart rate, electrical

conductivity of the skin, and the like, and let ’er

scrape: Participants heard recordings of various

sounds including fingernails and chalk against slate,

some modified to exclude certain audio frequencies.

Results? Skin conductivity changed pretty

consistently in response to sounds the subjects

described as unpleasant, NOC rated foremost

among them. The key  frequencies for auditory

unpleasantness, the data indicated, weren’t the

high-end ones (and this lines up with the study I

looked at in ’86) but those between 2,000 and

4,000 hertz—right in the middle of the range found

in human speech. The researchers took this to

suggest that the problem may indeed be inbred, if

not exactly instinctual: The shape of our ear canals

amplifies sounds in that range, meaning we might

naturally experience NOC as more intense than

sounds at higher or lower frequencies.

There was also evidence pointing to a learned

response: Subjects who knew the provenance of the

awful noise rated it as more unpleasant than those

told it came from music. Which, I submit, means we

may yet evolve our way out of this situation.

Imagine repeating the study with 5-year-olds. Their

perception wouldn’t be colored by learning where

the offensive sound came from. They’d say: What

the hell's a chalkboard?
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Free Will Astrology | Horoscopes by rob brezsny

ARIES (March 21-April 19): “I am my own muse,”
wrote painter Frida Kahlo. “I am the subject I know
best. The subject I want to know better.” Would you
consider trying out this perspective for a while, Aries? If
so, you might generate a few ticklish surprises. You may
be led into mysterious areas of your psyche that had
previously been off-limits. You could discover secrets
you’ve been hiding from yourself. So what would it
mean to be your own muse? What exactly would you
do? Here are some examples. Flirt with yourself in the
mirror. Ask yourself impertinent, insouciant questions.
Have imaginary conversations with the person you
were three years ago and the person you’ll be in three
years.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): “Happiness comes
from getting what you want,” said poet Stephen Levine,
whereas joy comes “from being who you really are.”
According to my analysis, the coming weeks will bear a
higher potential for joy than for happiness. I’m not
saying you won’t get anything you want. But I do
suspect that focusing on getting what you want might
sap energy from the venture that’s more likely to thrive:
an unprecedented awakening to the truth of who you
really are.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Sigmund Freud was a
medical doctor who laid the groundwork for
psychoanalysis. Throughout the 20th century, his
radical, often outrageous ideas were a major influence
on Western culture. When Freud was 50, he discovered
a brilliant psychiatrist who would become his prize
pupil: Carl Jung. When the two men first met in Vienna
in 1907, they conversed without a break for 13
consecutive hours. According to my reading of the
astrological omens, you could experience a comparable
immersion sometime soon: a captivating involvement
with a new influence, a provocative exchange that
enchants you or a fascinating encounter that shifts
your course.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): In the next 12 months, I
hope to help you track down new pleasures and
amusements that teach you more about what you want
out of life. I will also be subtly reminding you that all the
world’s a stage, and will advise you on how to raise
your self-expression to Oscar-worthy levels. As for
romance, here’s my prescription between now and
October 2018: The more compassion you cultivate, the
more personal love you will enjoy. If you lift your
generosity to a higher octave, there’ll be another perk,
too: You will be host to an enhanced flow of creative
ideas.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Are you interested in diving
down to explore the mysterious and evocative depths?
Would you be open to spending more time than usual
cultivating peace and stillness in a sanctuary? Can you
sense the rewards that will become available if you pay
reverence to influences that nurture your wild soul? I
hope you’ll be working on projects like these in the
coming weeks, Leo. You’ll be in a phase when the single
most important gift you can give yourself is to
remember what you’re made of and how you got made.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Louisa May Alcott
wrote a novel entitled A Long Fatal Love Chase, which
was regarded as too racy to be published until a century
after her death. “In the books I read, the sinners are
more interesting than the saints,” says Alcott’s heroine,
Rosamund, “and in real life people are dismally dull.” I
boldly predict that in the coming months, Virgo, you
won’t provide evidence to support Rosamund’s views.
You’ll be even more interesting than you usually are,
and will also gather more than your usual quota of joy
and self-worth—but without having to wake up even
once with your clothes torn and your head lying in a
gutter after a night of forlorn debauchery.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A woman I know, Caeli
La, was thinking about relocating from Denver to
Brooklyn. She journeyed across the country and visited
a prime neighborhood in her potential new
headquarters. Here’s what she reported on her
Facebook page: “In the last three days, I’ve seen three
different men on separate occasions wearing

sundresses. So this is definitely the right place for me.”
What sort of signs and omens would tell you what you
need to do to be in the right place at the right time,
Libra? I urge you to be on the lookout for them in the
coming weeks. Life will be conspiring to provide you
with clues about where you can feel at peace, at home
and in the groove.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Simon & Garfunkel
released their first album in October 1964. It received
only a modest amount of airplay. The two musicians
were so discouraged that they stopped working
together. Then Bob Dylan’s producer Tom Wilson got
permission to remix “The Sounds of Silence,” a song on
the album. He added rock instruments and heavy echo
to Simon & Garfunkel’s folk arrangement. When the
tune was re-released in September 1965, it became a
huge hit. I bring this to your attention, Scorpio, because
I suspect you’re now at a point comparable to the time
just before Tom Wilson discovered the potential of “The
Sounds of Silence.”

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): “Consider how
hard it is to change yourself,” wrote author Jacob M.
Braude, “and you’ll understand what little chance you
have in trying to change others.” Ninety-nine percent
of the time, I’d advise you and everybody else to
surrender to that counsel as if it were an absolute truth.
But I think you Sagittarians will be the exception to the
rule in the coming weeks. More than usual, you’ll have
the power to change yourself. And if you succeed, your
self-transformations will be likely to trigger interesting
changes in people around you. Here’s another useful
tip, also courtesy of Jacob M. Braude: “Behave like a
duck. Keep calm and unruffled on the surface, but
paddle like the devil underneath.”

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): In 1969, two
earthlings walked on the moon for the first time. To
ensure that astronauts Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin
landed there and returned safely, about 400,000
people labored and cooperated for many years. I
suspect that in the coming months, you may be drawn
to a collaborative project that’s not as ambitious as
NASA’s, but nevertheless fueled by a grand plan and a
big scope. And according to my astrological
calculations, you will have even more ability than usual
to be a driving force in such a project. Your power to
inspire and organize group efforts will be at a peak.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): I predict your
ambitions will burn more steadily in the coming months,
and will produce more heat and light than ever before.
You’ll have a clearer conception of exactly what it is
you want to accomplish, as well as a growing certainty
of the resources and help you’ll need to accomplish it.
Hooray and hallelujah! But keep this in mind, Aquarius:
As you acquire greater access to meaningful success—
not just the kind of success that merely impresses other
people—you’ll be required to take on more
responsibility. Can you handle that? I think you can.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):What’s your top
conspiracy theory? Does it revolve around the
Illuminati, the occult group that is supposedly plotting
to abolish all nations and create a world government?
Or does it involve the stealthy invasion by
extraterrestrials who are allegedly seizing mental
control over human political leaders and influencing
them to wage endless war and wreck the environment?
Or is your pet conspiracy theory more personal? Maybe
you secretly believe, for instance, that the difficult
events you experienced in the past were so painful and
debilitating that they will forever prevent you from
fulfilling your fondest dream. Well, Pisces. I’m here to
tell you that whatever conspiracy theory you most
tightly embrace is ready to be disproven once and for
all. Are you willing to be relieved of your delusions? a

HOMEWORK: IF ONE OF YOUR HEROES SAID TO YOU,
“TELL ME THE MOST IMPORTANT THINGS YOU KNOW,”
WHAT WOULD YOU SAY? FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM.  

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded
weekly audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The
audio horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888 or
(900) 950-7700.

(505) 338-0248
Albuquerque:

www.megamates.com  18+
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and reply to ads!

Playmates or soul mates,

REAL PEOPLE 

        REAL DESIRE 

                REAL FUN.

Try FREE: 505-338-0228
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Legal Services

w
CHAPTER 7 BANKRUPTCY
$200 Stop Garnishments

FAST Payment Plans Available!!
Uncontested Divorce from $199
505-688-0070

Home Services

LIVE IN CAREGIVER Keep your
loved one at Home! Live-In
Caregiver avail. for the Holidays.
Call 505-557-5793

Handyman Services

7 STAR ELECT-PLMB-HEAT-ACWe
Do it all! 505.332.8965-Mike Bell
www.AlbuquerqueElectricians.net

Photographic Services

w
AFFORDABLE PHOTOS &
VIDEO

DavidMartinezPhotography.com

Buy/Sell/Trade

w
BUYING DIABETIC TEST
STRIPS FOR $CASH$ &

FREE PICK-UP! Highest CASH
Prices Paid In NM For Your
Diabetic Test Strips And FREE
Pick-UP! Help Others(Those
Without Insurance) & Make
Money Too! Call: 505-203-6806

Arts & Crafts

STUDIO SALE Bruce Lowney’s
Studio Sale - Prints, Paintings,
frames, misc. art stuff from over
40 yrs. as printmaker & painter.
3425 Georgia St. NE Sat & Sun
Oct. 21 & 22nd.OBO

Announcements

JOHN V. KEMM
http://johnvkemm.com/

Lost and Found

JINZO FAMILY I’m searching for
my grandmother’s family. Her

name is Cleotilde. 

Studies

ABQ DRINQ STUDYWe are
seeking healthy individuals 22-
55 years of age who are
moderate to heavy drinkers for a
study of how alcohol use affects
brain functioning. The study
involves four visits at the Mind
Research Network over 18
months and each visit requires
up to 8 hours, which can be split
over multiple days. You will be
compensated at the rate of
$20/hour for your participation.
The Mind Research Network is
located on the North Campus of
University of New Mexico. If you
would like to be considered for
the study, please call 505-633-
4028 or email
abqdrinq@mrn.org. Please
mention âABQ DRINQ Studyâ. 

w
STRESS & THE BRAIN
STUDY Seeking people 21-

50 yrs. old who have experienced
domestic violence, rape, sexual
assault, or severe physical
assault. Study involves two appts.
at UNM. Participants receive
financial compensation. Visit
http://bit.ly/2sP9KzP to see if
you qualify. Call 505-925-2335
or email casaastudy@gmail.com
for more info.

w
MRI STUDY 12-18 y.o. M/F
for brain study. $20 per

hour. 272-0769 (HRRC # 07-
272).

w
MRI STUDY 18-50 y.o. M/F
with history of mental illness

for brain study. $20 per hour.
948-3230 (HRRC # 13-637). 

Classics

CHRYSLER CROSSFIRE 2005. 6
speed. All leather,
hardtop.Hankook tires. Original
owner. Owner’s manual. 38k
miles; Asking 12k firm. 220-
1851

Classified
Place your ad: alibi.com

classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 258

Employment

Real Estate
Apartments for Rent

University

UNM AREA REMODELED APT
Completely remodeled,
spacious (650 sq.ft) one
bedroom apartment, four
blocks to UNM @ 1210 Dr.
Martin Luther King NE,
87106. Open floor plan,
hardwood floors, on site
laundry, off street parking,
pets negotiable. $625 month
plus utilities. Call 505 377-

7630.

Houses for Rent

NOW RENTING 1, 2, And 3
bedroom Homes, Townhomes
and Apartments in ABQ’s best
neighborhoods – UNM,
Downtown, Nob Hill, North
Valley, Uptown. Call Deacon
Property Services at 505-
878-0100 or find us on the
web at
www.deaconpropertyservices.
com. 

Wellness

HEALTH/PERSONALS/MISCE
LLANEOUS: IF YOU HAD AN
IVC FILTER PLACED FOR
BLOOD CLOTTING, between
2010 -present time, you may
be entitled to compensation.
Call Attorney Charles

H.Johnson 1-800-535-5727

ASIAN MASSAGE Young,
female, Asian college student.
LMT available for massage
Monday-Friday 9-12 and 3-
730, Saturday-Sunday 10-8.
LMT License # 8236. Call for
appointment. 505-388-3723.

Employment

w
CAREGIVERS WANTED!
Competitive pay, $300

sign on bonus after 90 days,

benefits, pd. training. Positions
assisting adults with disabilities.
REQ: valid NMDL, clean driving
record, reliable vehicle & ins.,
proof of education, drug test,

Body & Soul

bkgrd ck. & be 21+. Apply in
person Tues.-Fri. 9a-4p:
Providence Support Services,
2225 4th St. NW Phone: 898-
9435.

w
ABOVE & BEYOND, INC.
Seeking dependable and

motivated individuals to assist

adults with
intellectual/developmental
disabilities. Must pass a drug
test & background screening.
Various positions available.
Apply/inquire @ 268-5304 or
in person at 1116
Pennsylvania NE

Misc Property

Northeast

w
12,000 SQ FT
COMMERCIAL 3300

Vassar Dr NE 884-0158 By
Owner Secure Improved Nice
Property Details on Craigslist
Lease to Own 6k per month

Rooms/Roommates

FURNISHED ROOM
$350/mo, 1/3 util’s,
$250DD. Clean, quiet person
needed to share 3500 sq ft
house. Hardwood floors, large

kitchen & backyard, exercise
room. No pets, kids or
couples. Leave msg. 294-
7209

Downtown

w
ROOM IN ROOMING
HOUSE Rooms to rent

in rooming house in Barelas;
walking distance to
downtown & on the bus
route; 8 rooms share 2
bathrooms and kitchen. Rent
is $395/m, util. incl., $100
dd with m-t-m lease. No pets,
kids or couples. Call (505)
379-1677

w
REDUCE YOUR
DRINKING? New

treatment program for heavy
drinking using brain
stimulation and mindfulness.
You will be paid up to $400
for up to 28 hours of your
time. Call 505-750-0451 or
email abqresearch@unm.edu. 

THE ALBUQUERQUE INSIGHT
MEDITATION CENTER offers
various days and times for

meditation, dharma talks, and
discussions in the Vipassana
Buddhist tradition. All levels of
experience are welcome.
Meditation guidance is offered
for new attendees. See
http://abqinsight.org/events/

Instruction

SPIRITUAL TEACHER Spiritual
teacher accepting first
students. No charge. Not a
cult. Text 505-226-2691.

“ARE YOU STALKING ME” RESPONSE …

30 yrs ago I saw you too but wasn’t looking.

I saw you for years like the light just before the dawn—

unassuming but appreciative of the calm you bring.

Looking at you looking back at me—each time longer

than before, that’s when I knew I was looking at

something more. 

Patience served us well. Happy New Year!

Now, we share more than the sum of what we have in

common.

I saw you? Yes, but now I see you clearly without

repercussion or tint Just the Way You Are. Finally my

smile reaches my eyes!

I am a Man. I saw a Woman.

Where: In Weekly Alibi on 6/17/2017.

I DIDN’T KNOW MY NAME …

I got a little bit stronger while attempting to open my

eyes for what seems like for the first time. 

I do know one thing now; I appreciated everything you

ever did for me.

You’re worth more than the stars, sun, and the moon

combined. 

I could always recognize your over-dramatic laugh from

blocks away, which only made us laugh harder.

I don’t believe this to be considered failure, rather, taking

the first steps to what I should have done years ago. For

you. For me. 

Thank you saving me. —3.14

I am a Man. I saw a Man.

Where: .
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Across

1 ___-de-sac

4 Seedless oranges

10 Maroon 5 frontman Levine

14 Expend

15 Funnel-shaped wildflower

16 Fishing line attachment

17 Valentine’s Day candy word

18 Pop singer Christina

19 Breezed through

20 Performer who does a lot of

swinging and catching

23 Jack who could eat no fat

24 “Yup,” silently

25 File folder feature

28 Molten rock

32 “August: ___ County” (Meryl

Streep movie)

34 DDE beat him twice

37 Comedian with a self-titled

ABC series and a TBS talk show

40 Inflated self-images

42 “Come in!”

43 Fallon’s predecessor

44 Shaped like a quadrilateral

with one pair of parallel sides

47 Crossers of aves.

48 Nation south of Mount

Everest

49 Writing assignment

51 Get from ___ B

52 ___ in “Isaac”

55 Milk container?

59 Candy collectibles, or what

the three long answers end up

being

64 Crowning point

66 “___ Scissorhands”

67 Cleveland basketball player,

for short

68 Apple voice assistant

69 River that divides Nebraska

70 Egyptian headdress serpent

71 Peppers may pack it

72 Restraining rope

73 “That’s it!”

Down

1 Fringe factions

2 Take by force

3 “Reading Rainbow” host

Burton

4 Conventiongoer’s badge

5 “Parks and Recreation” costar

Ansari

6 Poetic place between hills

7 “East of Eden” director Kazan

8 Soak up knowledge

9 ___ Domingo

10 Cry of dismay

11 Adheres in a pinch, maybe

12 “And the nominees ___ ...”

13 Big Pharma product

21 Cooking spray brand

22 Person with a following

26 Representative

27 Amazon founder Jeff

29 “Good grief!”

30 Having only one channel, like

old LPs

31 Former “MadTV” cast

member Lange

33 Note between fa and la

34 MetLife competitor

35 Heron relative

36 It’s a long, long story

38 Night sch. awards

39 Historic periods

41 Place for relaxation

45 Part of QEII, for short

46 Get clean

50 Fabric store amts.

53 Skillful

54 Go laterally

56 Crumble away

57 Rub clean

58 Answers a party invitation

60 Solve an escape room

successfully

61 Dispatch a fly

62 Bike course

63 Art Deco master born

Romain de Tirtoff

64 Cigarette leftover

65 Pizza order

©2017 Jonesin’ Crosswords 

ANSWERS TO THIS WEEK’S PUZZLE ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE AT ALIBI.COM

BY RYAN NORTH “Candy-Coated”—it’s what’s on the inside.
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